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Faculty Will

Exports Increase To

Big Demand In Europe For Ameri-

A

Nucleus To Depand On.
4

In Europe great armies are

en-

gaged in a war of destruction; here
at bomewe are looking to our finances, our shipping, and upon
new revenues of production to supply the ever increasing demand
made upon uj by the nations of
Europe.
Europe is exhausting its supplies of all food stuffs; horses, cat
tie, sheep and hogs, and her hunger for American products is daily
becoming keener. The provident
farmer is bound to become rich in
the next few years if he will realize
that now is the time to produce

to 7,000,000 at

at $75,000

$979,-000-

.

Will Soon Be

Only a few months remain before

Important

the government engineers

NO. 46

OF

in

charge

of the big reinforced concrete reclamation dam a few miles from
Elephant Butte, New Mexico, will
pronounce the job done. When
that verdict is issued the geographers will erase the word "desert"
from 180,000 acres of land lying
alone the Rio Grande in New Mex
ico, Texas and old Mexico.

With hardly perceptible interval
throughout that entire domain the
howl of the coyote will give way to
the harking of the farmer's watch
dog. The plan under which the
United States government is building this big dam and power works

contemplates the eventual repayment of the government by those
using the water, and the passing
to them, in fee simple of the title
to the entire property.
It is estimated that the total cost
will approximate 40.00 per acre of
irrigable land. This is to be repaid to the government in small
annual payments extending over a
period of twenty years.
In handling the transfer of title
to the owners of the irrigable land
benefitted by this tremendous project, Uncle Sam has hit upon a
This is
rather unique device.
what he has termed the Elephant
Butte Water U sets' association.

Kit Carson Home

Banks Open Nov. 16
Twelve Regional Reserve Banks Do
Big Business; Will Widen The
Scope Is Now Planned.

Looks Over
Country For
Stock Ranch

Chandler Sells
A Herd Of

Transformed Into
Museum At Taos

Vote Bribe

Is Unearthed

sleeve vs New Mexico Mining com
panv, 161 U. S. 573- The plaintiff's claim was to some
6,000 acres, basing his alleged ti
tie on the adverse possession of
the land by himself and his predo
cessor in title from 1873 to 1900.
The only description ot the con
That the bribing of voter, or at
of a deed under which the
tents
least one, was practiced in this pre land was sold to the plaintiff in
cinct on November 3, is the infor 1882 was contained in the follow
mation just received from good an
ng testimony of the plaintiff:"Well
tbority. The story as it was told
it was a paper about a foot long and
a representative of the News is

In This Pet.

certain prominent citizen of this
city who is a chicken fancier, was
stopped on election day by a dem
ocratic sympathiser and asked to
support a d mocratic candidate on
the ticket for a certain office. The
chicken fancier was reluctant to lie
enticed ia reversing bis vote unless
he have assurances of reciprocity
After considerable deliberation i
was agreed Wtween the two parties
that' the democratic sympathiser
would clean the chicken fancier's
chicken house for his vote. The
chicken house had not been clean

ten inches wide, taken out of ,a
book and it stated something like
this; I do not remember very well.
I,have this dayjsold to John Jenkins
my right and title or something
like that, or quit claim deed to the
tract of land, mentioning the main
mounds and every mound on it.
And then at the bottom of the first
was transferred from Dillon to
Boyd and Runyan and all three
names were on it. "
It was shown that Jenkins and
his predecessors never held the
land hostile to the Maxwell Land
I Grant
company. Of course, the
judgment was against lenkins.
I

A

ed for two years.
H. A, Funke was a Rayado bus-neivisitor the tint of the week.

1,

The Kit Carson home, one of the
landmarks of Taos, is to be trans
formed into a museum according
to advices received in Cimarron,
from Walter S. Ufer, the Chicago
artist. The Taos Commercial club
intends to change its lighting so as
to make it suitable for art exhibits
and thus add another incentive to
artists to make the Taos colony
their home. Mr. Ufer says there
is no other place in the United
States that offers so much to the

artist in way

Young Steers
H. H. Chandler last week sold
about 200 head of thoroughbred
Hereford steers to Jones & Jones
of Lebo, Kansas, to which place
the stock will be shipped next
Tuesday, where it will be corn fattened for the market. Jones Bros.
each fall purchase several thous
and bead of stock in this vicinity
from cattle men and feed them at
their yards in Kansas where corn
and other stock feed is king.

of figures for models,

especially Indians and Mexicans,
and in the way of mountain and
other scenery as Taos.

Although the twelve federal re
serve banks onlv began business
on Monday the federal reserve
board already has belore it plans
for widening their field of operations and increasing their store of
cash.
The board mav not be willing to
draw any definite plans from one
day's business but the first week
may have a material effect and
may result in augmenting the cash
of the banks by more than
The board has under
consideration the deposit of a large
part of the loose cash now in the
treasury and the transfer of most
of the government funds now deposited in national banks. Secretary McAdoo has power to make
these changes, but so far has not
reached a decision. If the first
week's
business shows
that the reserve banks can use
more cash, however, the board probably will suggest the adoption of
the plan.
The board made public a circular defining time deposits as in
cluding any deposits subject to
check on which the bank has the
right by written contract with the
depositor at the time of deposit to
require not less than thirty days
notice before any part of it may be
withdrawn. Anv agreement with
a depositor not to enforce the
terms of such a contract shall vitiate the contract.
The postoffice department has
sent notice to all postmasters that
no postal savings funds shall be
deposited in banks which are not
members of the federal reserve
system, and instructing them to
discontinue deposits in such
banks at once.
0.

Mr. Sheffield of Boulder, Colo.,
is spending a few days on the Ray- ado Ranch where he is looking over the avicultura! and grazing
lands with a view of entering the
stock business. The gentleman is
the owner of a large livery barn in
Boulder which he wants to dispose
of and move to this section to make
this bis future home with his fami
ly. In the event that he purchases
a tract ot land on the Rayado properties he will farm extensively
and leed the products to cattle.

-

sustained Judge McFie.
The case is that of John Jenkins
appellant, vs. Maxwell Land Grant
company from Colfax county nd
the affirmation is per curiam with
costs upon the authority of Gilder- -

COLFAX

Federal Reserve

The entire faculty of the Cimarron public schools, five teachers,
will depart Samrday for Albuquerque to attend the State Educational Association meeting which convenes in that city next week, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
This is the fourth annual meeting of the association and each
year sees the association increase
in xint of membership and attendance. Nothing is left undone by
Supt. of Public Instruction Alvañ
N. White to make the convention
a renowned success from an educational point of view as well as
the entertainment program. The
convention is annually of much im
portance to the teachers of the
state and those who are in attendance are benefitted thereby.
This school district will pay a
portion of the expenses of the
local teachers to the convention.
The teachers from tbiscity will be
in attendance are:
Misses Stella and Vesta Kiker,
Bessie Lodge, Bessie Tipton and
Miss Turner. The school will be

Play

1914.

KINGDOM

Completed

1

et

THE

Educa. Meet

The total value of goods exported last month was $46,500,000 as
against $18,500,000 a year ago,
showing a difference to the credit
of 1914 of- $28,000,000.
This great European war demand
upon the American farmer should
show him the absolute necessity
of securing the largest crops possible from every tillable acre under
his control to farm more intensively than ever before. If ever
there was a time for aggressiveness, it is now; for the American
of
farmer must fill the bread-baskto sell.
Government reports show that the world.
No opportunity should be lost to
the exports for the month of October just passed were double what encourage our farmers along these
lines. Across the line is the goal
they were in 191a and 1913.
Some idea of the tremendous dethe goal of prosperity, ol good
mand made upon the American limes, of the best business Ameri
farmer can be gained from the ca has known for a generation.
closed next week.
comparison shown in these interesting figures:
Barley:
Last month 2,800,000
School Kids
bushels, bringing 1,750,000 into Maxwell Land Grant
this country. One year ago 230,-00- 0
Game Of Exciting
bushels, bringing in $164,000.
Case
Wins
Oats: Last month 10,750,000
bushels, bringing $6,000,000 Year
Ball On Campus
In Supreme Court
bringing
ago 300,000 bushels,
$150,000.
Rice: Last month 10,5000,000
The baseball fraternity of the
An important and interesting
Year
pounds, bringing $475,000.
public
school
a spirited
case, involving title to 0,ooo acres
ago 1,500,000 bringing $65,000.
of
game Frithe
national
contest
la'ñM
land
of
Maxwell
on
fertile
the
Rye: Last month 712,000 bushon the school campday
afternoon
been
the
decided
by
grant,
has
els, bringing $830,000. Year ago
us. The high school played the
146,000 bushels, bringing $02,000. United States supreme court, af
graded school in which the former
thi-- opinion oi the territorfirming
WheatLast month 26,000,000
carried away the laurels in the
$29,000,000. ial supreme court, in which the
bushels, bringing
contest by a frore of 20 to 9. Al
Year ago 12,000,000 bushels, bring opinion was written by the late
though the professional playing did
of
Judge Cooley and the judgment
ing $t 1,200,000.
not materialize, the usual noise
which
Judge
over
Canned beef jumped from 365,- - the district court
and argumentative theories were
being
McFie
presided,
R.
this
000 pounds at $50,000 in 191 3 to John
giving the
closely interwoven.
past
week
the
time
that
third
the
2,885,000 pounds at $500,000 this
game a pleasing aspect.
in
land
has
the
highest
tribunal
the
year, and fresh beef from 635,000
-

TO

Gov't Dam

Attend State

The War Zones
can Products; Farmers Have

KEYS

.

Car Of New Mexico
Beans Shipped To

Alfred Masten had the misforHungry Belgians
tune to have his nose skinned last
Friday afternoon while playing
ball. The ball accidentally struck
A carload of New Mexico beans
him on his nasal member and aside
by Gross, Kelly & compa
donated
(rom suffering little pain he was
Vegas tc the movement
ny
of
Las
not otherwise injured.
for the relief of hungry Belgians
left that city Mondav in a Santa
Fe through Ireigbt train. The car
will be transferred to another line
at Chicago and will be sent direct-

HflNm&ftttaant

ly to New

York,

where it will be

$51,000 Is
Rural School
Debt In Co.
The school indebtedhess of Colfax county districts is 151,100, not
including Raton, distributed among
nine districts, one qf which issued
the bonds, 2000.00, during the
past year. This is district No. 5
I nown as MesaIt cost 25, 142.9b
to run the rural schools of Colfax
county last year, of which 1,500.00
was superintendent's salary, J60
bis office expense, ao.oo his supplies, 87.40 for light, 17.40 for telephone, and 22,995.25 was distributed among the school districts.
The balance is 9,083.95 as against
6,762.19 last year. Of the income
4,920.96 came from the state,
from the tax levy, 17.59
from the forest reserve, 357.12 delinquent taxes, 3,957.19 licenses,
306.59 from tax sales and 175.00
from fines.
-

taken charge of by the Rockefeller
foundation, which is loading a ship
with supplies for the people of Belgium. The Santa Fe line with the
consent of the interstate commerce
commission furnished free transportation for the beans between the
two points.
The car of beans are valued at
fifteen hundred dollars. On each
side of the car large banners with
Will Lambert went to Raton on
inscriptions where the beans are
fiom and thir destination, were Tuesday to attend to some business matters.
fastened.
9

CIMARRON NEWS
meats of lesser Importance, In which,
according to the French report. General Joffre's armies have succeeded In
gaining ground and strengthening
positions. The Germans conNOW DEVELOPING their
tinue to destroy bridges and railways
In Belgium, but with what object remains a secret. It Is believed, however, that they are making preparaFive Big Russian Armies Move tions to winter in that country, and
they sre tsking every step to prevent
Southward and Westward
their plans from becoming known to
their enemies.
Upon East Prussia.

GREAT STRUGGLE

GERMANS

GROSS YSER RIVER

Hold Olxmude snd Oo Toward
Channel Co.-- jt In Spite of Opposition By the French
and British.

They

(Summary of Events.)
While the battle in West Flan- 4en continues to hold public attention because of the desperate
Of UM Ugnoaf, the num
bers of incn cna ired and the ter
ritory ai stake, military men look
upon East Prussia as the present
center of gravity of the war.
In the latter field of operations, a
tremendous kettle la developing. The
Russians are pushing vigorously a
real enveloping movement. They are
engagsd with the Germans along a
wide curve of ISO miles from Stallu-oeoeIn the northeast, through
and Krujtlanken, which Is well
within the tangle of lakes, down to
Soldán In the southwest.
Check the Retreat.
Unitary observers say the Germans
apparently have checked their retreat
la Poland and by counter attacks are
endeavoring to create a diversion.
They say. however, that the Russians
are not to be turned irom their plan,
which Is believed to be an attack on
Male,
Russian Advance Continues.
Five great Russian armies continue
ta roll forward in advances Into Bast
Prussia and Galleta.
With the occupation of Johannls-barg- ,
the Russian force got the key
to the railway lines along the border
freos Stalluponen, through Lycfc, with
Johannesburg as the southern terminal.
The advance toward Breslau is
g along the railroad toward
Cavalry detachments have already reached this town, where fight-la- c
Is reported.
In Oallcia the Investment of Przemysl
has been resumed wlO the Russian
arasy encircling the fortress on three
Mas. The southernmost point Is at
Turks, with the line stretching northeast and then around to Rzeszow, to
the west of Przemysl.
The army approaching Cracow from
Psiaad la now declared to be at the
awter defenses. The official statements place the main body of this
force within twenty or twenty-livtalles of the olty.
Vienna Admits Setbsck.
Vienna admits the Austríaca have
evacaated Eastern Galicia, but as an
offset ta this, says the Servian resists
ance has been broken and the
have crossed the Danube, driving the Servians bsck into their own
country. Vienna also reports that the
Anstrlans now have turned their attention to the Montenegrins and are
endeavoring to force them back.
According to s Montenegrin report they
have failed. Accounts from this part
t the world are so contradictory,
however, that the only thing clear is
the Auatrlaua. by sending up reiforcements. virtually have cleared
country of the enemy.
Germana Lose Heavily.
The Germans, according to Petro- arad dispatches, have suffered a more
serious defeat on the Kast Prussian
bordar than the official ststements
have dlaciosed.
Advices
from the
Rásala capital state that in the recast fighting there the Russians have
sao ta red more than 20,000 prisoners
together with quantities of guns and
munitions.
The Russian advance In Poland has
been at the rate of fourteen miles
dally.
This advance of horse, foot
sad artillery has continued fot eighteen days.
Qol-da-

p

Ka-H-

e

Rioting In Turksy.
It Is learned that a conspiracy has
broken out at Constantinople against
the Germans and among the Turks.
The chief conspirators were arrested
,
and shot.
'
Civil War In Albania.
The town of Berat, Albania, has
been pillaged and completely destroyed. Anarchy relgna at Avlona, Albania, and that region is a prey to civil
war.
Spy Put to Death.
It Is officially announced that Carl
Hans Lody, siso known as Charles A.
Inglls, who was found guilty by a
court mritlal of espionage November
2, hss been shot as a spy in London.
When arrested Lody claimed to be an
American, but later confessed he wss
a German. He had lived In New York
and Omaha. In the latter city he married the daughter of Gottlieb Storx, a
brewer, who later divorced him.

CAPT.

RUTGER VON BRUNINQ

Aus-trtaa-

Germans Cross the Yser.
The Germans have crossed the Yser
river, according to the admlsalon In
the latest Parla official communicatees, sad although the Invaders occupy
ealy a few hundred yards on the left
bank of the stubbornly contested river,
Cae allies can not be Indifferent to this
gain and desperate efforts will be
made to drive back the slight wedge.
Both are Satisfied.
Bach sida expresses sstlsfsction with
the progress of the war m Frsnce. Merita says that the attacks of the Mltss
have been repulsed, and that the'
own attack is making headway; wb'ls
In London and In Paris It Is felt thst
so long ss the Allies can hold the line
of the canal from Nleuport to Ypr
their position is a strong one.
In Franco, from the northwest to
the southeast, there have been engage- STEADY FLOW OF RECRUITS
TO KITCHENER'S

FORCES

KlW.

afl

IíéS

mBltk jig,

m

IS DEAD AT

BLIZZARD
SWEEPS TRENCHES,
ADDING TÓ MISERY OF THE
WOUNDED ON BELGIAN

BRITISH
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Cspt. Rutgsr von Brunlng, formerly
military attschs to ths Garmsn embassy in Waahlngton, has bssn decorated with the Iron Cross by Empsror
William In recognition of hla bravery
on ths battlefield.
Hs Is In ths hussars.
Ol 1.000,000 additional troops for the
purpose of wsr.
Much Interest Is shown In the financing of the war. It Is understood that
the government intends to Issue a war
loan of 1 billion dollars or more, probably at 4 per cent and redeemable
within ten years. It Is est I ma ted that
Great Britain Is spending Í5 million
dollars weekly on the wsr and. In addition to the war loan, the government may propose to ralos a further
as million dollars by increasing the
Income tax to half a crown on tha

uoodoo. There Is a steady Dow of
rac rails for Kitchener's army aad It
Is expected that with the territorials,
who number six hundred thousand,
bglssil before long will have an army
of I mill lae men. New árcalas also
saw being organised la India.
It Is reported in the parliamentary
lobbies thst Premiar Asoulth will ask
aprttamrnt'i sanction for the raising pound.

WAR MARSHAL

EN WHILE

VISITING

82

BTRICK-

-

REINS IN MEXICO
CARRANZA

RESIGNS

AND VILLA

OFFERS TO ACCOMPANY

INDIAN

HIM INTO EXILE.

TROOPS IN FRANC..

BATTLEFIELDS.

ALLIES HALT

TO HIGHEST POST CIVIL

MNS
SPURNED

SOCIAL HONORS AND
TO IMPROVE
CONDITIONS FOR MEN.

SPENT TIME

DRIVEN BACK OVER
TEUTONS
YSER RIVER AS WATER FLOODS
TRENCHES AND TROOPS CUT
OFF FROM RETREAT.

Weelern Newerieper Union News Service.

Woetern Newspaper Union News Service.
London, Nov. 17 The overwhelm-

ing advance of the Russian troops hss
reached Cracow and that city is burning after a furious bombardment by
the Muscovite artillery.
The coming of winter has partly par-

alysed the movements of the troops
both In the east snd west theaters of
the wsr. The Russians on the border
of East Prussia are reported to be
marching through snow, clad In sheepskin jackets similar to those which
the Japanese first wore In Manchuria.
Blizzards h u e swept the trenches
in Belgium and northern France and
brought great suffering to the wounded as well as to the men In the fields.
A large ares of West Flanders around
Dlxmude has been flooded by the
land for
heavy rains and Is
fighting.
It is generally believed here that
new Inundations started by the Belgians put many of the German guns
out of sctlon snd siso prevented the
movements of troops.
It is almost impossible to gain an
accurate insight into the prodigious
action that is stretching over the
front and at the ends of which
the fighting has been extremely severe during the lsst three weeks. The
continuous night marches and attacks
made by the Germans, which have
been met by counter attacks from the
allies near Dlxmude and Ypree, however, sre said to have resulted in a
considerable thrusting back of the
Germans.
A coal basin In northern France
which is partly occupied by the Germans has been the scene of heavy
fighting. The long lines of small
houses belonging to the miners form
a shelter for the infantry, which is
d
frequently engaged In
combats.
The combats of cold steel have seen
the British Infantry engaged against
the Prussian guards and descriptions
of the fighting from the front paint
the encounters as terrible. The Prussians fought four deep the front rank
lying down, the second rank kneeling
and the third rank standing erect
'i ho
British fire caused an awful
slaughter, and finally when the British charged with the bayonet before
the Germans could bring their machine
guns into action hundreds of men fell.
The Kaiser's troops have been
driven back over the Yser river and
water released by the breaking of
dikes by the allies has flooded the
trenches of the invaders.
A large body of German troops has
been cut off by the inundation.

uSTlif

tSst

300-mi- le

E3fltí2mi
Lord Roberta

i

chill Thursday and pneumonia raptdly
developed. His great sge, eighty-twyears, militated against his recovery,
the crisis in the disease coming
quickly.
The news of the desth of Lord Roberts csme ss sn entire surprise to England. The veteran's devotion to the
interests of his army, his hard work in
this connection and his seeming good
health had been the subject of comment since the beginning of the war.
He was the most popular military fig
ure in Great Britain and a national
hero without rival in the affections of
the people.
Despite bis years, he bad never
ceased bard work since his nominal retirement, and, as he had often, re
marked, he lived a rigidly abstemious
life that he might preserve his strength
for the service of his country.
During the last five or six years.
when the German war cloud had been
growing, be prosecuted an active campaign to persuade the nstion to adopt
a compulsory military, service.
Field Marshsl Roberts worked day
and night for the welfare of the soldiers from the outbreak of the war. He
took the greatest Interest In the Indians snd Issued an appeal for funds for
their wounded and sick.
The government, it is expected, will
offer a tomb In Westminster Abbey or
St. Paul's, for the empire's foremost
soldier.
"Roberts of Kandahar, Pretoria and
Waterford." as Field Marshal Lord
Frederick Sleigh Roberts wss known.
sums up briefly the career of the noted
soldier whose death haa plunged the
empire into mourning.
Scion of a noble Irish family, Lord
Roberts was born In 182 in Cawnpore,
India, where his father, General Sir
Abraham Roberta, was serving.
It was in the Indian service that the
gallant and efficient Irish soldier
achieved his first and lasting fame. It
was in South Africa, in hla later years.
that this was supplemented and magnified by his achievements In Great Brit
ain's victorious campaign against the
o

hand-to-han-

Parliament Grants $1,126,000,000 Fund.
London. The greatest single demand ever made upon the material ro
sources of Great Britain was vo.ced
by Premier Asqullh when in the House
of Commons he moved an additional
credit for war purposes of $1,126,000,-000- ,
which in addition to the millions
already voted in August Is equivalent
to an Increase of more than 60 per
cent in the national debt.
The premier told the House that the
largest portion of the first $500.000,-00already had been expended In the
conduct of military operations, loans
to the allies and disbursements for
food supplies for the country.
The I loose of Commons voted unanimously for the additional war credit
or $1.125.000.000
asked by Premier
Asqultb.

The measure introduced by the government for an additional army of
men also waa adopted unanimously.

Regarding the cost of the war. Premier Asqutth said he declined to dive
into the future or speculate on what
commitments it might be necessary for
Great Britain to Incur later, but up to
lsst Saturday the actual additional ex- bpers
BuL if it was SS field marshal and
penditure falling pon the exchequer
900,000 and earl that Lord Roberts wss formally
amounted to between
known, it was as "Bobs" that the men
i,oo$vuO0 a day.
of tha rsnka kuew him. loved him and
treated him. in their estimation, and
Moslems in "Holy War."
in
thst of the sdmirlng public, which
Berlin. Press dispatches received atinrnciatnd
and aoDlauded his gallant
in Berlin describe the prominence at
Mi isa
his country, no name
for
nal
Constantinople of a holy war as aroue-lnhim better than this diminugreat enthusiasm in the Turkish could offitbis family name and a word
tive
espita!.
meaning "hero" In Hindu.
The news dlspstches say it is stated
Ammons snd Csrlson Return.
In Constantinople that the Moslems in
Denver. Governor and Mrs. Amall countries will make common cause
and Mrs.
mons snd Governor-Elec- t
with Turkey in the war.
returned to Denver from
Carlson
The Sultan of Turkey haa Issued a Madison, Wis., where they attended
proclamation to ths army and navy in the annual Governors' Conference.
which be accuses Great Britain, "We bad a great trip," said Governor
France snd Russia of having instigatAmmons. "and there waa a good deal
ed ths war on Turksy. Hs adds in this of
Interest displayed by tha governors
connection that ths outcome will pat in the questions which were discussed.
an sad to the attempts directed Governor-elecCarlson waa mads the
against the glory of Turkish empire.
chairman of one session. Governor
Abbas Hiiml, Khedive of Egypt, has 8 pry of Utah read as tine a papar as
been in Constantinople since the at I have ever beard upon western land
areas of hostilities.
uróbleme."
g

t

STRIFE

AVERTED

NEW CHIEF TO GIVE AMERICANS

PROTECTION;

A8K8

WITH-DRAWA- L

OF TROOPS.
Weelern Newepnper Union New. Service.

Field Msrshal Earl Roberts died in Frsnce from pneumonia
A telegrsm from Field Msrshal Sir
John French, commander of the British expeditionary torces on the ("on
tin' nt. spprlsed Earl Kitchener, secretary of state for war, of the death of
England'a great soldier. The telegram
read:
"I deeply regret to tell you that IiOrd
Roberts died at 8 o'clock this (Sstur-day- j
evening."
Field Marshal Roberts, who was
colonel-ln-chie- f
of the Indian troops,
had gone to France to give them his
greeting.
Soon after his arrival he became seriously ill. He suffered from a severe
London.

0

i

GIVEN

GUTIERREZ

Mm

CITY OF CRACOW

No End In Bight In Belgium.

The battle In Flanders la as tar as
ever from a decision, according to the
official communications and Judging
from stories told by eye wltnessss arriving from the battle front.
Germans Take Olxmude.
The German war machine has bettered its wsy into the Belgian town
of Dlxmude. An official French statement contains tl.e admission that the
allies were obliged to fsll bsck from
this point of vantage in the great battle for possession of the eastern shore
of the British channel. As an offset,
the French wsr office states that the
allies forcea have advanced along the
North Sea cosat, pushing back the
Germans and taking Lombaertsyde, a
small Belgian town a few miles northeast of Nteuport. The capture of Dtxmude was the first indication that the
new attack of the Germans, described
as thslr supreme effort, snd ss probably msrklng a turning point In the
war, had brought definite results.
Ths Emdsn's Captain Saved.
Captain Von Muller of the German
cruiser Emden. which was attacked
by the Australian cruiser Sydney and
driven ashore on the Cocos Island,
where she burned, and Prince Frans
Joseph Hohenzollern, one of his officers, are prisoners of war and neither
is wounded, according to an announcement by the British admiralty.
Another German submarine torrpedo
boat has made a daring and successful rsld and given England another
serious scare. The British torpedo
gunboat Niber was torpedoed and
sunk barely outside the harbor of Dover, England. Nearly all of the crew
were saved. The German vessel sped
away unscathed.

LORD ROBERTS

RUSSIANS BURN

Waahlngton. Definite reports here
sre that General Villa has agreed to
lep.ve Mexico if General Garrama will
do the same.
Enrique C. Lorente, Villa's representative, says Villa plans to visit tho
United States. Another report is that
Villa and Carranza plan to retire to
Cuba and leave the government In the
hands of Gutierrez and the convention.
Complete settlement of all differences between the Mexican factlona
was indicated by a dispatch Monday
from American agents at Aguas Calientes saying Carranza haa notified
Gutierrez he will reaign In bis favor
at once.
Secretary Bryan announced he had
received a telegram from American
Consular Agent Canova, who has been
with the Aguas Callentes convention,
saying "everything between the rival
Mexican factions had been satisfactorily arranged."
Eulalio Gutierrez formally notified
the United' States of bis assumption of
power as provisional president of
Mexico and guaranteed protection for
Americans and all other foreigners. '
Two communications from Gutierrez
were laid before President Wilson.
The formal notification of bis assumption of office added that he soon
would set up his government In Mexico City and aeek to bring about peace.
The other, guaranteeing protection for
foreigners, made no request for recognition by the United States. His
message said:
"After several conferences between
the various chiefs it was agreed to
designate the city of Aguas Callentes
ss the meeting place, and on October
tenth lost the military convention of
Aguas Callentes met with representatives of all the revolutionist element.
Subsequently the assembly declared
Itself to be the sovereign power of
the republic, as being the representative of the people In arms that had
fought to reconstitute the nationality.
"In virtue thereof, the convention
proceeded to elect the provisional
presldsnt of the republic, snd I was
designated by a majority of the votes
to hold the office. In so proceeding,
the convention has given expression to
the purposes of the revolution, and
endeavored to demonstrate that no
government can exist In Mexico unless it emanates from the will of the
people. The time of dictatorship born
of violence and personal ambition has
passed forever.
"In announcing to your excellency's
government the establishment of a
new regime In Mexico, I rely on the
strong sympathies which tha honor- able president of your republic has
always ahown to the Mexican people
and their Institutions, and I find
gratification in hoping that the good
relations that have united us with the
powerful snd civilized American nation will subsist in the future snd that
the forces of your government will
soon be withdrawn from our port of
Vera Crux. Then will our relat'.ons
be sgaln completely cordial and close
as they sre to be desired between ad
joining peoples that are brothers by
civilization and hopes."
t
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To Taks French Embassy.
Washington. William O. Sharp, formar Ohio congressman, will present
his credentials as ambassador to
France to President Polncare on Do
comber first and taks over the office
now held by forme governor Myron
T. Herrlck of Ohio.

Connecticut and Montana auarsntlno.
Washington. Connecticut and Montana ware placed under federal quarantine because of outbreaks of the toot
and mouth dlssase.
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"Obi" breatnad Orada, and then, would sway htm from his purpose. But nostrils as ba stepped oat to speak
after a pause, she came nearer and now sba waa waiting for soma an- with tba guards, and as ba stood there
LATI
leaned against tha low wall baslds swer aoms word from him, though waiting for the fall daylight the mas- htm.
tha question had nevar been asked. ter mechanic Joined blm.
"If I would speak from my heart," And yst he knew what It was.
He was a fu.lblooded. round headed
sha asked, "If I would talk plain, as
Bba wanted blm to steal away with little man with determined slaws on
you Americans do, would yon Ilka ma her In the evening and ride tor tbe Ufa, and ha began the day, as asnal,
QUOTATIONS
better then? Would you talk to ma border and Pbll. That waa what she wltb his private opinion of Mexicans.
By DANE COOUDGE
Instead
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wanted,
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matter what sba They were the same uncomplimentary
Anlhar f
N
wppir Union Ntwa Srrrtea.
Bud for that Is your name I want said, and now she was calling blm a remarks to which ha had given voice Vi'trn
"Tht Fighting fiP'
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you to be my friend the way you were coward.
on
day
before,
had
the
rebels
tba
for
"Dm TrnHmmm." Kim.
a friend to Phil. I know what you did
"8ure them bronco-rider- s
are brave," captured one of bis engines and ba
Csttls.
ITIu.tr tlon by Dan J. Lavas
for him, and how you bora with his ha said In vague defense; "but there's knew it would come to aome harm.
Beef steers, corn fed, good
and that was my fault a difference between being brave and
"A line bunch of hombrea, yea," be
to choice
17. 26 7.76
too. Bat partly It was also your fault foolish. And a man might be brave for ended, "and may the devil fly away Beef steers, corn fed. fair
for you made me angry by not coming. himself and yet be afraid for other with them! Tbey took No. " at tba
6, 757.25
to good
"Yes, I will be honest now it was people."
summit yesterday and I've been lis- Beef steers, grassers, good
you that I wanted to know at first, but
7.
to choice
"How do you mean V she asked.
007.6
tening ever since. Her pans are all
took In the real catastrophe of tbe you would not come, snd now I am
"Well," he said. "1 might be wilting burned out and we've been feeding Beef steers, grassers. fair
battle.
7 no
good
to
6
promised to Phil.
fight
when to go out
was
of them her bran like a cow to keep her from
Seventeen thousand rounds of tbe you were careful, He my brave went Insurrectosandwith onea thousand
Heifers, prime, corn fed . . 6, 5O7.0O
hand,
at
the
heart
and
and
Mex
leaking
Ignorant
steam.
some
If
Cows snd heifers, corn fed.
precious
bad been de- out to htm. You
is with same time bo afraid to take you along. gets hold of her you'll hesr a big noise
good to choice
6 266.75
livered to tbe excited miners and now, us Mexlcsns we knownothow It by
rea- Or I might"
love
do
that'll be the last of No. 9 bei Cows and heifers, corn fed
except for what few the Americans had son.
"Oh,
We
you
suddenly
love like children
then
will go, won't you?" boiler will burst like a wet bag.
6 756.2I
fair to good
saved, there was not a cartridge in
from the heart! And now all I wish ahe cried, clasping him by the hand.
"If I was running this rotd there'd t ows and heifers, grassers.
camp. Very soberly the superintendent
good to choice t
Ufa Is to run away to Phil. But "You will, won't you? I'm not afraid!" be no more bran not since what I saw
76 6.6
assured tbe leaders that ha bad no in
"No," answered Bud, drawing his over at Aguascallentcs on the Cen- Cows and heifers, graneara.
of it you shut your
more; they pointed at the full belts of every time I speak
good
.00 5.75
fair to
or tell me 1 am a fool."
hsnd away, "that's just whst I won't tral. One of those bum. renegade entbe American guard and demanded JawsUmp-uxn,Cows and heifers, grassers.
111 tell you why. That counturning
protested
And
Bud,
dot
743,
gine drivers had burned out No.
thsm as their right; and when the
common to fair
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Americans refused to yield they flew stubborn again. "I tall yon you don't try up then- Is full of rebels tbe low but the rebels had ditched four of our Feeding cows
know
what you're talking about. Tbesa est kind there ara. It just takes one best and we had to send her nut Day V al calves
so n.oo
Into a rage and threatened.
All In all, It was a pitiful exhibition rebels don't amount to nothing around shot to Isy me out or cripple one of after day the boys hsd been feeding Bulls
town, but on a trail they're awful. our horses. Then I'd have to make a bet bran until she smelled like a dis- Stags
00 6.50
of
and Imbecility, and tha
Tbey shoot from behind rocks and all flgbt for It but what would happen tillery. The mash was oozing out of Feeders and stockers, good
only tbe firmness of tha superintendto choice
.667.4
,
her as Ben Tyrrell pulled up to the
ent prevented a real spilling of blood. that, and a woman ain't nowaya safe. to you?"
"I'd light, too!" spoke up Gracia station, snd a friend of his that had Feeders and stockers, fair
The Mexicans retired in a buff and You must know what they're like
to good
6 .006.65
these old women don't think about resolutely. "I'm not afraid."
come down from the north took one Feeders and stockers, com
broke Into the cantina, and as tha nothing
"No," grumbled Bud, "you don't sniff and swung up Into the csb.
else so what's the use of talk
night cam o on the valley
5 00 if 6.06
to
mon to fair
ing! And besides," he added grimly. know them rebels. You've been shut
"Ben came down at the word he
their drunken shoutings.
I've had aome trouble with your old up In a bouse all the time If you'd whispered for they'd two of 'em
Such was war as tbe Sonorana conHogs.
ceived It When Hooker, standing his man and don t want to have any been through what I have In tbe last blowed up In the north and they sent Good hogs
7.407.76
I
more.
you'd
six
what
months
understand
guard In tbe corredor, encountered
out another man. Hadn't got up tbe
"What trouble have you had?" she mean."
hill when the engine exploded and
Orada Aragón on her evening walk,
Sheep.
demanded promptly, but Hooker would
"If Phil were here, he'd take me!" Mi" the poor devil to hell! I asked Lambs
he could scarcely conceal a grin.
8.608.6
"What are you laughing at. Señor not answer In words. Ha only countered Gracia, and then Bud lost Tyrrell what his friend had told him, Ewes
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Hooker?" she demanded with asperity. shrugged his shoulders and turned his bead.
bul he kept It to himself until he could Yearlings
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"Yes," he burst out, "thst's Jest gel his time. It's the fumes, boy
"Is It so pleasant, with a houseful of
Wethers
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plight f"
"She'll likely blow up, too. But how
girl! He's brave, la he? Well, why can we fix her with these Ignorant
"No, Indeed," apologised Bud; "nothHay.
don't he come down, then, and save Mexican mechanics? You should have
ing like that. Sure must be bad In
you himself? Because he's afraid to! been over at Aguas the day they tired
(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
there I stay outside myself. But I
Colo, unkind, tier inn .
11 00012.6
He's afraid of getting shot or going up the Americans.
reckon ltll soon be over with. The
uer ton 9 .U010.00
Nebraska uplan
against Manuel del Rey. By grab, It
Mexicans here In town have shot off
'No more Americanos,' says Ms Second
bottom, Colorado
makes me tired the way you people deio. 'let 'em all out and hire Mexiall their ammunition and I reckon the
and Nebraska, per ton 8 50 9.5
talk! If he'd done what I told him to cans! The nstlonal railroads of Mex- Timothy,
rebels have done the same. Like as
14 0015.M
per ton
In the first place he wouldn't have got ico must not be In the hands of fornot they'll all be gone tomorrow, and
T 00
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Alfalfa, per ton
Into this
then you can go back home."
13.66
South Park rhnlrp tier ton
eigners.'
"Ob my'" exclaimed Gracia, aghast.
"Oh. thank you for thinking about
"So they fired us all In a day and San Luis Valley, per ton.. 9 .00 10.00
"Why, what Is the matter with you? put a Mexican
ma!" she returned with a scornful curl
up In the Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 11 00 0 12.06
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50
And what did you tell blm to do?"
of tbe lip. "But if all men were as
of old No. 313. He started to pull Straw, per ton
cat
open as you, Mr. Hooker, we women
"I told him to mind his own busi- a string of empties down the track
ness," snswered Honker bluntly.
Grain. ,
would never need to ask a question.
threw on the sir by mistake, and Wh.-at1.67
This morning you told me I did not
"And what did he say?"
choice milling, 100 lbs
Pulled
stopped her on a
1.36
know what I was talking about now I
"He said he'd try anything once!" out the throttle and she wouldn't go, Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
1.66
Idaho oats, sacked
presume you are thinking what cowBud spat out the phrase vindictively, so he gave It up and quit.
1.56
Nebraska outs, sacked
ards the Mexicans are!
for his blood was up and his heart was
"Called in the master mechanic then Corn chop, Buck
"Oh, I know! You need not deny it!
full of bitterness.
a Mexican. He tinkered with her Corn, In sack
1.63
Tou are nothing but a great big
!
"And for an hour, right there on the track, Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs.
"Oh dear!" faltered Gracia.
L06
Yes, I was going to say 'brute,'
so you do not think that Phil is until ahe went dead on their hands.
but you are a friend of dear Phil's, and
brava?"
Then they ran down a switch engine
Flour.
so I will hold my tongue. If It waan't
"He's brave to start things," sneered and took back' the cars and called 'on Standard Colorado, net
,:.402.45
Bud, "but not to carry 'em through!" the roadmaster a Mex. He cracked
for that, I'd" She paused, leaving
him to guess.
For a moment Gracia huddled up the nut built a shoo-flNo.
around
Dressed Poultry.
against a pillar, her hand against her 313 and they left her right there on
"Oh, I do wish he were here," sha
10
Commission.
Less
breathed, leaning wearily against tha
face, aa If to ward off a blow. Then the main track. Two days later an Turkeys, fancy dry picked 19
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sho lowered It slowly snd moved re- American hobo came by and set down Turkeys, old toms
white pillar of an arch and gasing
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luctantly away.
down through the long arcade.
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snd laughed at "em. Then he throws Turkeys, choice
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"I must go now," she said, and Bud off the brakes, gives No. 313 a boost Hons, large
"It was so close in there," she con "I'd Fight. Tool" Spoke Up Gracia.
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tlnued, "I could not stand It a minute
did not offer to stay her, for he saw past tbe center with a crowbar, and Hens, small
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Broilers
longer. These Indian women, you away, crumpling his hat in his hand. what lils unklndneBs had done.
runs her to the roundhouse by gravity. Springs
14
know they weep and moan all tbe
"I am sorry!" she added pitifully, When we left Aguas on a handcar that
"But no!" she cried as she sensed
14
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Ducks
time. And the children I am so sorry the meaning of his concealment, "you but he did not answer. There was hobo was running tbe road.
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Geese
for them. I cannot go now, because must tell me! 1 want to know. Was nothing that he could say now.
'Ignorantes! hombres In the world
10
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In a moment of resentment, driven these Mexicans.
they need me; but tomorrow If Pbll It over your mine? Then you must
Shooting a gun or
were here I would leave and ride for not blame me. for be never has told to exasperation by her taunts, he had running an englue, it's all the same
tlve Poultry.
forgotten his pledge to his pardner they've got nothing above the
the line.
me a word!"
Less 10 Commission.
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"Have you seen Del Rey today? No?
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"No?" Inquired Bud, rousing sudden- and come between him and his girl.
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Then all the better he must be polic ly at the memory of his wrongs. "Then That which he thought wild horses
"That's right," agreed Bud, who had Hens, small
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ing the town. It Is only of htm I am maybe you will tell me how he got could not draw from him had flashed been craning his neck; "but what's Broilers
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afraid. These rebels are nothing I this" he fetched m worn piece of ore out in a fit of anger and the damage that noise up the track?"
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agree with you! No! 1 am not angry from his pocket "when my pardner was beyond amendment, for what he
and
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with you at all now! But tomorrow gave It to you! It was right there I had said was the truth.
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Just at dusk, when all Is still as It is lost my pardner and he was a good
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the shops, caught the distant roar he tieese
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time,
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were
this
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here kid, too and all because of that rock.
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turned and ran for the house.
CHAPTER XXIII.
I would mount my brave horse and Here, take a look at It 1 took that
"Gtt up, Ed!" be called to tbe
Eggs.
ride out by the western pass."
"they're sending a wild car Eggs, graded No. 1 net, S
away from your father!"
are two things, according to
There
She ended rather Inconclusively, let
38
O. B. Denver
down tbe canyon and sbe may be
'Then be stole It from me!" flashed the saying, which cannot be recalled
ting her voice trail off wistfully as she back Oracla as she gazed at the speci- the sped arrow and the spoken word. loaded with dynamite!"
Eggs, graded No. 8 net, F.
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waited for him to speak, but something men. "Ob, have you thought all the Whether spoken a anger or In jest,
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"Dynamite or not," mumbled the
within moved Hooker to hold bis time that I betrayed Phil? But didn't our winged thoughts will not come grizzled roadmaster, as ha roused up Eggs, cuse couut, less commission
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peace, and he looked out over the town I tell you didn't I tell you at the
back to us and. where there Is no balm from his couch, "there's a deraller
without commenting on her plans. It hotel, when you promised to be my for the wound we hsve caused, there put In up at kilometer seventy the first
Butter.
was evident to blm tbst she was deter friend? Ah, I see that you are a hard Is nothing to do but let It hesl.
thing yesterday morning. That'll send Elgin
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direction he took refuge In a stubborn again. I remember well when dear his tongue and lie had told the worst sound when It came to kilometer Process
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silence.
Phil showed me this rock he wss so about Pbll. Certainly If a man were seventy.
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"What ara you thinking of, Mr happy because he had found the gold! the braveat of the brave, certainly if
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mumbled Bud, shitting his der my pillow. That Is the truth, and after cursing himself
In tbe city of Newark, N. J., there
feet, and bis face turned a little grim. I will aak you to believe me; and If Bud turned in for the night. Other
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you have other things against me you days were coming; there were favors stands on the plaza In front of the
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satisfaction, "you do not like me to must say what they are and see if 1 be might do; nnd perhaps, as the
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went by. tararla would forgive
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to you when 1 waited for you long He does not love me, but tries to make tion and prove that he was not a cow men standing there, looking at this
ago! Ah. you were so cruel! I want me marry first one man and then an- ard. A coward!
remarkable statue, and it osems as ounce.
ed to know you you were a cowboy
It had been a long time since any If they were in confidential chat wltb
other. But I am an American girl
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and I thought you were brave enough now, at heart I do not want to sell one had used that word to Mm, but the figure of bronze, so natural Is Its
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"So that is It!" she said. "You do danger, but tbey would talk, too.
De Lancay again, and then be wont to another little girl leaned wltb crossed
Pork - 117.50.
I
not trust ma. You think that am not have always wanted to know you, but sleep.
srms on the othe.- knaa snd looked
your friend that I will serve you aa you will not let me
Omaha Live
Quotations.
thought you
The men who guarded tbe cass up Into the greet benevolent face; and
he was served. Is that what you ara ware brave like those cowboys."
grsnde slept uneasily on the porch, the third cblld, a little colored boy.
Heavy, $7.40
South Omaha.
116;
thinking?"
pigs. 10.60
7.55: light, $'
stood on tbe asme knee, wound bis
She paused to make him spesk, but lying down like dogs on empty sugar-sack"Something like that." admitted Hooker was tongue-tieThere was
that tbs women might not lack srm lovingly about the neck of tbs
87.00010 60 ;
leaning lastly against the something about tbs way sba talked bedding inside. Even at that tbey were status, aud laid his cheek against tbs
Hooker,
cows snd heifers, $G.üüi
mud wall. "Only I reckon I don't think that pulled htm over, that made blm better off, for the bouse was close aod great bronze nose.
em steers, $6.258.76; T
just tbe way you do."
want to do what she said, and yst favartsb, with the crying of bablaa
These spontaneous tributas of af- $5.75 7.36; cows and ilfers, $6.5(K'i'
"Why? How do I think
she de some secret, hidden voice was always and tbe babbling of dreamers, and fection from tbe children must sure- 7.00; calves, $7.7510.20.
manded eagerly.
crying: "Beware!" Ha waa convinced mothers moving to snd fro.
ly gratify tha artist wbo designed tbs
Yearlings,
Sheen
$7.0007.81;
"Well, you think awful fast," an now that sba had nevar been a party
It was a beetle night, but Bud slept statue, tor tbsy show bow remark- wethers, $6.3666.76, lambs, $8.86
swered Hooker slowly. "And you don't to treachery; no, nor a van wished It oat, and at 4awn, after the custom ably ba has brought out tba great 9.36.
always think tha same, seams like. blm UL
of bis kind, ba arose and stamped on love for humanity that waa perhaps
Pnce of Sugar.
don't
Isu kind of qulat myself, and
Sba was vary beautiful, too. la the his boots. Tbs) moist coolness of tba tbs most striking characteristic ol
Now York.- - Raw Sugar Firm. MoI
like wall, wouldn't say that, but yon twilight, and when aba draw naarer morning brought the odor of wat Abraham Lincoln. Youth's Co in pas
lasses. 18.36;. centrifugal $4.01.
don't always mean what you say.'
ha moved away, for ba was afraid sbs graasswood and
b loa torn to bis Ian

The Land of Broken Promises
A Stirring Story
of the Mexican
Revolution

MARKET

.

s

CHAPTER

XXII

Continued.

--

"Let the Mexicans fight It oat," ho
eald.
"They might resent It If you
took Idee, and that would make It bad
for ua. Juat wait a while you never
can tell what will happen. Perhaps, the
rurales and fedérala will stand them
off."

"What, that little bunch

r demanded

Bud. pointing scornfully at the handful of defenderá who were cowering
behind their rock piles. "Why half of
them pelones don't know what a gun
was made for. and the rurales"
"Well, the rebels ara the same," suggested tbe superintendent pacifically.
"Let them fight it out we need every
American we can get, so Just forget
about being a Mexican."
"All right," agreed Bud, as be yield-

ed reluctantly to reason. "It ain't because I'm a Mexican dtlsen I lust
want to atop that rush."
He walked back to the house, juggling his useless gun and keeping his
eye on the distant ridges. And then,
in a chorus of defiant yells, the men
In tbe fed jral trenches began to shoot
In an a rllne the distance was something over a mile, but at the first scattering volley the rebels halted and
fired a volley In return. With a vicious
spang a few stray bullets smashed
against the reverberating steel tank,
but no one was hurt, and tbe defenders, drunk with valor, began to shoot
and yell like mad.
The bullets of the rebels, fired at
in every
random, struck up dust-Jet- s
direction, and from the lower part of
the town came the shouting of the
Mexicana aa they ran here
and there for shelter. But by the
trenches, and In the rear of the black
tank, the great crowd of onlookers
persisted, ducking as each successive
bullet bit the tank and shouting encouragement as the defenders emptied
their rifles and reloaded with clip after
clip.

The rifles rattled a continuous volley; spent bullets leaped like locusts
across the flat; men ran to and fro,
now crouching behind the tank, now
stepping boldly into the open; and the
defiant shouts of the defenders almost
drowned the walte of the women. Except for one thing It was a battle
there was nobody hurt.
r
the AmeriFor the first
cana stayed prudently under cover,
busying themselves at the suggestion
of a few American women in providing
hospital on the sheltered
a first-aiporch. Then, as no wounded came to
fill !t and the rebels delayed their
charge, one man after another climbed
up to the trenches, ostensibly to bring
down the Injured.
As soldiers and bystanders reported
no one hit, and tbe bullets flew harm
lessly past, tholr solicitude turned rap
idly to disgust and then to acorn.
8trange as It may seem, they were disappointed at the results, and their remarks were derogatory as they commented on the bravery of pelones and
Mexicans in general.
Prom a dread of imminent attack, of
charging rebels and retreating defenders, and a fight to the death by tha
house, they came suddenly to a desire
tor blood and battle, for dead men ar i
tha cries of the wounded; and all fear
of the Insurrectos left them.
"Come away, boyB," grunted the
burly roadmaater, who up to then had
led in the work; "we wasted our time
on that hospital there'll be no wounded. Let's take ourselves back to tbe
house and have a quiet smoke."
"Right you are, Ed," agreed tbe mauler mechanic, as he turned upon his
heel in disgust "This ain't war
them Mexicans think they're working
for a moving picture show!"
"I bet you I can go up on that
ridge," announced Hooker, "and clean
out tbe whole bunch with my
before you could bat your
ye."
But the superintendent wss not so
sure.
"Never mind, boys," ha said. "We're
worth a lot of ransom money to those
rebels and tbey won't give up so quick.
And look at this now my miners coming back! Those are the boys that will
fight!
Walt tlU Chico and Ramon
Mendosa get after them !"
He pointed as he spoke to a straggling band of Bonoraas, led by tbe
much vaunted Mendosa brothers, as
they harried to save the town, and a
cheer went up from the trenches as
the federals beheld reinforcements.
But a change bad come over the
miners, and tbey brought other
rebels In their wake.
As tbey trudged wearily Into town
and sought shelter among the houses
a great body of man appeared on the
opposite ridge, Bring down at them as
they retreated. Tbe battle rapidly
e
shooting
tamed into a
contest, with tbe rebele on the ridges
and the defenders In the valley, and
finally, as tbe day wore on and a thunderstorm came op. It died out altogether and the rebels turnad back to
tbelr camp.
Except for oue lone federal who had
shot himself by accident there was not
singla defender hurt, and If the
enemy bad suffered losses It was only
by soma such chanca. But when tha
Bonoran patriots, holding up tbalr
empty baits, came clamoring tor
the man bv th bg house
half-hou-
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BERLIN IN WARTIMES FIGHT ALONG CANAL

COMPANY.

THANKSGIVING 1914
One week from today is Thanksgiving; the starting of
the holiday season. It is also brought to our attention
that on this day, there are few who do not enjoy the necessities of life, whether by their personal resources or
charity, the fact remains that for once every table is filled
with edibles, good things to eat. Hut if the eating or the
enjoyment thereof would lie the only object in view for
welcoming this day, it would be a sorrowful lot in which
we cast ourselves.
' This country has enjoyed a year of unprecedented crop
production; corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, cotton, etc., are
garnered. It all will lie consumed by the time the next
crop is harvested, cither by home consumption or foreign.
Consumption keeps the wheels of progress and prosperity
in motion and on consumption rests the livelihood of one
hundred million souls on American soil. Therefore every
individual has a higher plane to look upon and be thankful
for a plane far beyond the comprehension of most of us.
We are at peace with all the world and have every rea
son to believe that we can maintain this peace at a time
when one-hathe world is at war. Rivers and streams
of human blood are forming channels on the battle fields
where innocent young men are sacrificing their lives for
their countries, with " that goal before them as a mirage,
to gain freedom and independence from the sceptor of tyranny and barbarism.
We are fighting the battles of peace to preserve the
people of the United States to combat with minor obstacles that are daily barriers towards confidence and good
will, hope and charity. These battles must lie won through
some other source besides a table filled with edibles.

Aflame With Enthusiasm
When War Is Declared.

Emperor Received Plaudit of Peopl-Wita Stem and Inscrutable Faca
Ordinary Life of Metrópoli
Not Normal.

1

WAR

WOUNDS HEAL RAPIDLY

Antiseptic Treatment and the Velocity

in

of Modern Bullets Aid
Recovery.

the

war than are actually fighting, and still no one has given
London. The rapidity with which
up the ghost and fierce fighting continues at the battle the wounds of soldiers are healed, and
of
front with each side claiming a slight advance. Appear- the practical absence surprise
in view
caaea. haa been a
will
for
last
ances are such as to indicate that the war
of the "deadly effectiveness" of the
modern army weapons.
more than a year at least.
blood-poisonin-

We know that the Range will be anxious to return the
$200 into the county treasury which it received in excess
for publishing the delinquent tax list. This is merely a
suggestion to our contemporary. Come, come, Brown! you
will want to lie square, won't you?

There are

a gniat many whole-soulepeople in New
who
contributed heavily towards the Belgian reMexico
lief fund, either in cash or produce. Then too, there are
the other way.
those who are whole-souled

Soldier, Although Wounded,
Up Lively Fusillade Upon
Ranks of Approaching Germane
Another Veralon of Sea Fight

iMM.riJrffl

1

Bel-glu-

The press reports have had more men killed

English
Keep

London.
Private Q. A. Turner, how
lying wounded in the London hospital,
y HERBERT TEMPLE.
Loiidon.
Dr. H. J. Poutimi. sends the following account home of
one day's fighting in Trance
secretary of trie Railway
Men'
"I am still living, though a bit
union of South Africa, has Juit arrived
got a birthday pre-en- t
in Londop from Berlin and tella an In knocked about.
from tbe kaiser. On Sunday, 23d.
t' resting atory of conditions there
we had rifle
inspection at 11
since the war began.
Doctor Poutima la one of the nine a. m., and were ordered to fall In for
labor leadera who 11 deported from bathing parade at 11:30. While we
South Africa several montha ago in were waiting for another company to
connection with the general atrike return fiom the river Hie Germans
to shell the town.
there. He was In Berlin for six weeks commenced
p. in an hour and a
In about
after the outbreak of war and hud a
rather exciting time making his way half afterwards, to go to the scene
of the attack.
Sheila were bursting
lowly to England. He aaid:
In the streets
as we went.
We
"I left Berlin ten day ago. and have
a bridge

Just arrived in England. My stay In
the Gerrüan capital will be unforgettable, so crowded has It been with vivid Impressions and great events.
"At the risk of my life I left Berlin
with my wife and children on that
date with a Dutch passport I had been
lucky enough to obtair
With the
help of my knowledge of the Outrh
language and through the kindness o'
a foreign ambassador. I managed to
slip over the border Into Holland.
lf
"When it became known that Ocr
many had declared war, the whole of
Berlin was aflame with an enormous
enthusiasm. The streets were dense
with marching throngs singing the
patriotic songs of the Fatherland, and
making their way to the kaiser's pal
ace. It looked as if the whole city
had gone mad.
"There was at that time a conlldent
belief that Great Britain would re
main neutral. Just after Great Britain
had entered the conflict I was told
would be al
that no British-subjec- t
lowed to leave the country, and I had
to report myself every day to the po
lice. I had in my possession an English passport which I bad taken out
THE NEW BANKING SYSTEM
only two hours before England sent
ultimatum to Germany.
$170,000,000 are the total deposits in the twelve re- her"During
my enforced stay in the
gional reserve banks for the first two days following their capital I saw the entrance of the kal
the kalserin and the crown prince
opening in different sect ons of the country on Monday. ser,
with his wife and the princes from
The rate of interest has dropped off from one to three per Potsdam. It was a scene of the wild
enthusiasm. The picture cf the
cent in the money centers of New York. Since the rate of est
emperor Is a vlvld memory. He did
interest dropped following the opening of the reserve banks not bow once in acknowledgment of
shouts of the crowd. The crown
this advantage can lie attributed to the new banking sys- the
prince and his wife nodded and smiled
continually, but the emperor aat with
tem.
hand at his golden helmet, stem,
The federal reserve banking system is a new institu- one
and Inacrutable, a figure of destiny.
tion and whatever effect it will have on the business condi- There was not during the wbole time,
faintest flicker of a smile
tions remains to be seen; yet, little doubt remains but that the"Scenes
very different from these
it will be lieneficial in the final outcome. If its plan is to occurred on the arrival of the refugees
from eastern
In consequence
loan money at moderate rates of interest to individuals it of the RussianPrussia
advance. They came
will have accomplished a great tasTi; but on the other hand in thousands, rich and poor allke
packed in freight cars, with all their
if the new system is to loan money only to member banks belongings in small handbags or bunit will not have answered its purpose. The theory of the dles. The women and children were
crying. Their arrival created a very
new system is apparently sound, but no conclusions can be bad Impression in Berlin, and gave
to alarming speculations that the
drawn until it has received practicle application. It may rise
Russians would be in Berlin before
be the beginning of exclusively government owned banks.
they were expected.
"Meanwhile the ordinary life of the
city waa not quite normal, although
fight over the speakership of the the authorities did their best to keep
The three-corner- ed
It
Pood prices were regulated by
lower house in the legislature is not so important as the theto.government
as one step to keep
legislation that is expected and demanded of that body po- off psnlc. From my house I could see
Zeppelins and aeroplanes continually
litic when it convenes in January. There is altogether too circling overhead.
Nearly all the tram
much attention paid to petty things when good and sound conductors had gone to the war and
the trams were equipped with women
laws are needed in the state. If the fight for the speaker- conductora, chiefly wives of the conship is an indication of the energy and vim to be used in script tram-men- .
"It must be said that the organizathe legislature than we may expect something great in the tion and equipment of the German
army la remarkable and the mobilizaway of state laws.
tion went like clockwork.
There Is a
feeling of corksureness about victory
Jack Johnson, heavyweight champion, and Jess WiU In Berlin. The people feel that
waa stupid not to allow Germany
have signed articles to stage a to march
lard, American white-hop- e,
through, and that the severe
fight in Mexico the last two weeks in March. Evidently punishment Inflicted la quite jn "

Johnson is running short of loose change as he wouldn't
light for less than $30,000.

BrilUier Tj.Is oí üiriUay Fres
ent From Kaiser.

NO.

per quart 70c

per quart

per quart 70c

,
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these inks are a guaranteed product, it Hows freely, does not
and is made for a high and dry climate. "It's All Write.''

over the canal under
crossed
artUlery lire, and stood doing nothing
behind a mill on the bank for some

Globe-Wernic-

Office Furniture and Supplies

ke

"Then some one cried out that the
Germans were advancing along the
caaal bank, and our company was
ordered to go along.
Then the Germans opened Are with their guns at
about Ave hundred yards with shrapnel, and tbe acene that foKowed beggars description. Several of us were
laid full length behind a wooden fence
about half an inch thick. Tbe German shells burst abodt three yards
In front of it.
It was blown to splinters in about ten mlnutea. None of
us expected to get out alive.
"They kept us ther about an hour
before they gave us the word to retire. I had Just turned round to go
back when I stopped one.
It hits
you with an awful thump, and I
thought it had caught me at the bottom of the spine, as it numbed my
legs for about half an hour.
"When I found I could not walk. I
gave It up. just after I got my first
view of the Germans.
They were
coming out of a wood about four hundred yards away, all in a heap together, k I thought as waa done for
I would get a bit of my own back,
and so I started pumping a bit of lead
into tbem.
r
"I atuck there for about
of an hour, and tired all my own
ammunition and a lot belonging to
two more wounded men who were
cloae to me about three hundred
rounds altogether, and as it was such
a good target. guess I accounted for
a goot lot of them.
"Then I suddenly discovered I
could walk, and so I set off to get
I had to walk about one hunback.
dred and fifty yards in the open, with
shrapnel bursting around me all the

Improved

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest

Sec-tion- al

Book Cases and Unifiles

TypeVrTiter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,

Carbons and Typewriting Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms
Brushes, etc.,

Cimarron Publishing Company

1

For Good,

Standard

Up-to-da- te

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Notions, Hats, nillinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
QUALITY
AND
GUARANTEED
PRICES

three-quarte-

1

Company
Matkin Supply
Promptly
Mail Orders

way.
"A man who war at Paardeburg and
Magersfontein In South Africa said
they were nothing to what we got
Out of 240 men of my
that Sunday.
company only about twenty were un-

Attended To

Cimarron Transfer Co.

injured."

Mrs. D. L. Wllaon of Hunslet aends
a letter received from her husband, a
teaman of the Bacchante. He says:
"You will have read of our victory
in the North sea.
It waa fine. Our
ship brought the dead and wounded
and the prisoners back. A grim Job
I only wish the whole
It waa, too.
German fleet would come out. We
may get a chance of coming home
soon.
Their firing Ib rotten, while
our men behind tbe guns are perfect.
Tbey get a hit every time.
"The bounders won't come out.
That was the reason our ships had
to try to drive them out. You see
the place Is all mined, and If a ship
runs Into one of these mine It mean

J.

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.

destruction.
"Tbe commander of the Liberty.
torpedo-boa- t
destroyer, asked hia
ship's company If they would volunteer to go up Kiel harbor with him,
and every roan said 'Yes,' although it
looked certain death. Up they went
aud got under the (orta of Helgoland
and let rip at the German cruisers In
the harbor. On of the wounded sailor of the Liberty told me that the
shells tired at them were enough to
fleet.
ink
"Our ship had only one torpedo and
one round of ammunition left. So they
turned around and came out, when a
ahrapnel shell struck the Liberty's
mast, killing the gallant commander
and three others. The coxswain, although wounded, Drought the ahlp
safely to our fleet that was waiting
outaide. We pray to God that we may
come off victorious, and 1 am confident
we shall, as every man Jack in the
fleet has the heart of a Hon "

AEROPLANE

HIT

TEN

Phone 56
TIMES

Shell
Cauae Airship to Dance
High Ovr Army, But French
Aviator Retain Control.
London- .- The

Daily

Mall's

on

Petro-Kra-

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

d

correspondent sends a description tfy .f. Polret, a French aviator
who I serving with the Rusalau army,
of a flight over the German position
accompanied by a staff captain.
"I rose to a height of 5,000 feet,"
Polret said. "Fighting was In full
swing. The captain with me already
had made orne valuable observation,
when the Germen, noticing my
French machine, opened fire on It.
"A number of their búllete pierced
the wlnga of the aeroplane and the
others struck the stay. We still flew
on, however, as It waa necessary to
obtsln the exact position of the enemy.
Than the German artillery began.
Their shells burst near the aeroplane,
and eaeh explosion caused It to rock.
"The captain waa wounded In the
heel, but continued to make observa
Finally I turned tbe machino
tlons.
and landed home safely. I found ten
bullet marks and two fragments of
shells In the machine."

"The antlsepUc treatment of wounds
almoat Immediately after their Infliction has a great deal to do with the
fact that cures are effected In such a
Mor Gettysburg Dead.
short time as has been demonstrated
George
Gettysburg,
Pa. While
In the London hospitals," said one of Woodward waa hunting for bullet la
the physicians In attendance upon the tb fleld of the Almshouse farm near
wounded.
Barlow' knoll he saw what he thought
"While surgery has made wonderful was human bone and began scratchstrides In the last decade, the results ing with bla umbrella, unearthing a
might have been different were It not human ckull.
He then secured a
that the antiseptic preventive meas- shovel and dug up the bone of three
ures have been applied.
met). Together with the bone went
' Another Important reason lies In
Fix Teeth to Join the Army.
found two live dollar gold coin of the
the fact that the bullet fired from a date of 1133 and 1844, two portion of
London
Ennland So many men
modern rifle travels with such velocity ahoe and nine brass buttons of the I who wish to enlist In he army have
as to obviate the danger of a ragged coat of arm of New York state, a tMU refusrrl because of dofrctlve
wound "
number of iron trouser buttons and teeth that fifty Amerlem and Kiiicllsh
dentista have volunteered their servseveral musket caps.
tees t
German Spy Shot Down.
Rich of!
d to treat
Paris. A dispatch from Troyes.
Must Have Bath nd Tea.
wtthou
France, to the Hsvas agency slates
Parla. No matter how great th
that an announcement cornea from danger, the British soldiers will not whosa town 23 miles be kept from their bath or their tea
n their dental
northwest of Troyes, that the FiejseJ list ween two recent attack on a town
brought down a Qerman aeroplane me British officer took tea and Ut
while It waa flying over that city.
U had a
tub" In the river,
Romitll-Uur-Seln-

When the turkey is gone it is well to figure how much
it has cost to have such a pleasure once a year.

uní

time.

Carry a full line of
COFFINS and CASKETS

TELEPHONE 20
ClMAKKON,

N. M.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether (or Iba purpose of
buiitioT. fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cut-lin- g
lire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the lull extent o( tbe law.

(Signed)

WILLIAM I'RKNCH.

for W. S. Land A Cattle Co.

How's This?
We offer O no Hundred Dolían

Reward for any casa of Catarrh

that cannot bo curad by Haifa
Catarrh Cure.

j

To be or not to lie that it is the question whether we
are to do justice to Cimarron next year and give her the
necessary publicity to place her on the map in time.

It. 25

92

per quart Si. 00

j

F. J. CHENEY 4 OO.. Toledo. Ol
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
neney iur ine last is years, ana bellev
nun psnecuy nonorsoie In all business
transactions ana nnancuülv able to carry
out any obligations mad by his Arm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo. O.
Hall' Catarrh Cur I taken Internally,
.ctlng directly upon the blood and
s
surfaces of the evatem TaartmnnUU
sent free Price 76 cent par bottle, gold
by all DruMtsta.
Take JUlF s rmu WWm gar oeostlaaUaa.
nil-ou-

EAR WINS

DECISION

TO IGNORE FINDINGS
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Missing

Member

Brought
Court by Owner.

First Citv Siirvpv
IntO

Woman Refuses to Undo Bandaged
Head, But Convlncaa Judge She
Wae One Ear Leee by Display-InRelio In Qlaaa Jar.
Nsw

York

M ra.

Bdlth

Matthews

ear won the decision. When Magistrate Levy, in the Harlem court,
looked at the exhibit In the glass Jar
he didn't need any further testimony,
but was able to dispose' of the case
at once, and aU because Mrs. Mat
thewa had the foresight to bring her
with her in a Jar of alcohol.
There was no doubt that Mrs. Matthews had reason to be In court,. She
and Mra. Bell McKay bad an iwi
ment. It was so strenuous that when
the police separated the contestants
Mrs. Matthews had one ear less than
when the fight started.
The missing
member. It Is alleged, was tlghtiy
clenched between the teeth of her opponent. As Mrs. Matthews said. You
hare to expect to have your hair
pulled In at. argument, but when they
bite your ear off It Is too much."
After she had been to the hospital
and had the wound dressed, she went
to the pollen station, and detectives
found Mell McKay, who lives at 1Í
West One Hundred and Thirty-thirstreet. She was taken to court, and
Mrs. Matthews followed. She had her
head swathed In bandages, and In her
hand she carried a satchel, nell denied that she had bitten offMrs. Matthews' ear, and Magistrate Levy demanded that he be shown.
"Do you mean I'll have to take off
these bandages?" asked Mrs. 'Matthews.
"That would hurt too much.
I couldn't do that."
"My orders must be obeyed," said
the magistrate, and court attendants
went to the woman's side to help her
undo the bandaging.
Before they
could
reach her Mrs. Matthews
reached down to the satchel by her
side and took from It a Jar. Then
she turned to the magistrate and said,
"Are you sure you want to see my

er

earr

"My order Is final," said Magistrate
Levy.
"Well, then, here it Is." she said,
holding up a glass Jar. "This is it in
alcohol.
The doctors up at Harlem
hospital did thla for me, so I could
bring it to court and not have to take
the bandages off. They said that
might prevent the wound from healing
so quickly."
Even Magistrate Levy was forced
to smile, but be said that that was
evidence enough for blm that her ear
was not where it belonged. He then
said that he would hold the prisoner
Placing the
for a further hearing.
bottle back In the satchel, Mrs. Matthews walked from the court as If
nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
"We get some funny cases in thla
court," said an attendant, "but (when
they start bringing evidence in bottles
it la pretty nearly the limit. I don't
know what kind of evidence we will
have brought to ua next."
IN

WOMAN

NOTED

LONDON

Mrs. James B. Eustls Recipient of
Many Courtesies In England Before War Started.
Mrs. James B. Eustls, wife
of the former United States ambassador to France, with Mrs. Linda Thorn
London.

Springfield,

4- -

V

The Brat complete
municipal survey ever conducted in
the United States threatened to prove
not satisfactory enough in Its conclu
slons for its recommendation for adop
tlon by the city surveyed. Springfield,
because of Indifference or prejudice
among the members of Its city com
mission, probably will be aatlsfled to
allow- the exhaustive researches made
In itr social and Industrial life to
stand for what they may be to other
cities and take only parts home to
itself.
Only two sections of the survey
made by the Russell Sage foundation
have been published.
These relate
to education aud public utilities serv
Ice. These, appearing In the local pa
pera, were read with interest, pro
voked some commendation and some
criticism from
those who wer
touched on tender spots, and relapsed
Into the forgotten. But It Is apparent
that conalderable opposition will arise
to executing the recommendations
For example, the commissioner of
public property Is vigorously kicking
against the conclusions of the sur
veyors regarding the water and Ugh'
and gas service. Springfield has
municipally owned water system and
corporation owned gas and electric
Now, municipal surveyors
service.
and other reformers are not famous
for partiality to private utilities com
panles and are supposed ordlnarlb
to favor public ownership. Yet the
Russell Sage experts found that
charges for water service were tor
htgh and that electric light and gas
charges were reasonable. The only
result so far from this publication has
been to arouse the commissioner.
The surveyors of the educational
system found some fault with the con
structlon of buildings and
witl
courses of study. The architects wh
raised the buildings protested mildly
while the school principals admitted
in the main the Justice of the criticism
offered.
It Is expected changes will
be made in the curricula, vbut It 1p
generally thought that while the rec
ommendatlons regarding buildings
may be made in new structures, no re
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$2. 80
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Our Paper and Any One of These CIubs$2. so

leading publish- rs of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription bar- gain offers ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a

CEVERAL

-

-

yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
In this list you wui hnd forty diflerent periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these maga
zines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework. Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
""

of our paper alone.

On account of the splendid contract we have made with the publishers of these magazines, we are able to give our readers a
choice of any one of the clubs in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
This offer Is made to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of this offer.
If you are a subscriber to our paper we ask yon to renew so thst you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the club you like best, Send your order todsy or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazines and want to renew just send your order to us and we will have your subscription
extended. If your subscription to our paper Is past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we ask you to justly compare our clubs and prices with that of any
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save money by Bending your
renewal order to ua. Here is a chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or more of theee magazines aent to different addresses, just mention it.

Kimball's

DaiiyFarmerJ

TEIX ALL YOUR FRIENDS
McCaH's

CLUB No. 1
(with free pattern )

Farm Life
Everyday Life

CLUB Be. a

Woman'e World
People! Popular Monthly
Gentlewoman
CLUB No. a
Hearth and Home
Farm Lite
Household Magazine

CLUB No. 4

GREENS
"""'"Lav

Today's (with free pattern)
Woman's World
Home Life
CLUB No. 11
Good Stories
Tarm Life
Everyday Life

CLUB No. 13

Green's Fruit Grower!
Everyday Lire
Farm Lite

CLUB No. IS

Today's (with free pattern)
Prairie Farmer
Household Msgaslne

American Woman
Farm Life
Household Ouest

Fruit Grower

CLUB No. S
Today's (with free pattern)
Farm Life
Household Magaslne

tmtmmr

AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER

CLUB No. lO

ASTOR

BABY

CLUB No. ao

Bar Harbor, Maine. John Jac t
Astor 3d, the little son of Mrs. Jonn
Jacob Astor, Is two years old. In
celebration of the anniversary a small
birthday party was given by hia moth
er, who Is a member of the fashionable
summer colony here. Among those lb
the family party were the parents ol
Mrs. Astor and her slater, Miss Kath

Report

of

FIRST

the Condition

NATIONAL

of

the

BANK

erlne Force.
At Cimarron, in the State of New Meiico,
Little John Jacob Astor 3d, was at the close of business Oct. )l, 1914.
born August 14, 1912. four months af
KESOURCES.
ter bis father had perished In the Ti
Loans
and
;. .
Discounts
Rather
tanic dlaaater.
delicate at hit
unOverdrafts,
secured
and
grown
baby
birth, the
Into a
has
secured
11.03
healthy youngster, and la one of the
moat rugged babies at Bar Harbor U. S. Bonds to secure circuthis summer. The child closely re
lation
12,500,00

Born

m

B

Stock in Federal Reserve Hank
300.00
Hanking house, Furniture, and
Fixtures
17. 385 45
Due from National Banks (not
reserve agents)
2.689 39
Due from approved Reserve
Agents in Cent'l Cities 4.383.03
In other R'sve Cities n. nl 4 20, 546.77
Checks snd other Cssh Items. .
3.00
Notes of other National Banks..
40.00
Currency
Paper
Fractional
Nickels and Cents
27.00
2,429.20

Total

a'

3,644.20

625.00
126,993.77

as of Philadelphia, were the guests of
honor at many functions in London
prior to the breaking out of war.
FOUGHT OVER THEIR SPOUSES
Two Women Met on Public Road Near
Homes and Quarreled Over
Merits of Their Huabands.
Haw
Wiles,

Bottom,
twenty-fiv-

Md.

Mra.

ssk

Capital Stock paid in
Surplus fund
...
Undivided profits, less expenses
and Taxes paid
National Bank Notes Outaiand

4.

Mrs. John Jacob Astor.

Eustls

Blanche

years old, and Mrs

Margaret Biddle. aged fifty, both of
this place, fought In a public road
neur their homes until Mrs. Diddle
was nearly killed. They caiue to
blows while comparing the merits of
their husbands.
After both had been pounded In die
face. Mrs. Wiles grabbed her adversary by the hair wlb one baud and
beat lier over the head with a pointed
flint ro' k unit! blood spurted from a
doten cuts.

Oentlswoman
Woman's World
Home Life

CLUB No. 21

CLUB No. 3A
Kansas City Weakly Star
Everyday Life
Home Lite

Hsppy Hours.
Farm Life
Gentlewoman

People's Popular Monthly
Farm Progress
Woman's World

CLUB No. 30

CLUB No. IS
Poultry Item
Today'a (with free pattern)
Farm Lite

CLUB No. 16
,
HomeLlfe

Boys' Magazine
GenUewoman

CLUB No. IT

Kimball's Dairy Farmer
Home Lire
Gentlewoman

Southern Rurallat
Home List
Gentlewoman
CLUB No. 31
Fsrmer'sWkly DlspstchlSt. Paul
Home Lite
Farm Life
CLUB No. 83
Rural Weekly (St. Paul)
Gentlewoman
Everyday Life
CLUB No. 33
American Home
Woman'a World
Qenttewoman

CLUB No. 33
Farm, Stock and Home
Woman's World
Home Life
CLUB No. as
Vegetable Grower
Today's (with free pattern)
Everyday Lire
CLUB No. 34
Woman's World
Farm Llfs
Today's (with free pattern)
CLUB No. 35
Woman's Home Weekly
Women's World
Home Lite

CLUB No. 34

McCall'a (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
Household Guest

NOTICE

AVISO

War Tax Revenue

Is hereby given that the property of the
El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax coo la mira d URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
yaca, perca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor- recorded July 21st. 1910, in the office of
ta, maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe the Recorder of Colfax county. New Mexfin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament ico, on pages 478 and fallowing from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H, Webster, Jr.,
c aquellos que asi trsspasarenseran
has been created a Game and Fish Preal lleno de la ley.
serve under licenses issued by the State
(Frimado)
FRENCH,
Por
WILLIAM
The war tax reveuue stamps arGame Warden of New Mexico, on July
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.
rived in this city the first of the
nth, 1913, for a period or ten to years.
week at the postofhee and can be
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
gsme birds and game fish become the propurchased from the post master L.
perty of the owner and no Jiahing or huntA. Chandler.
These stamps are
NOTICE
ing 00 said Urraca Ranch Svill be permit-feto be placed on perfumery, patent
under full penalty of law, without
medicines, chewing gum and other
written permission trom tbe owner or his
commodities used in every day All trespassing on the Urraca Ranch authorized agent.
life, and their purpose is to reha- property, in Colfax county, whether for the
No hunting permits will be isbilitate the national treasury where purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild sued during tbe year 1014.
fruit or cutting fire wood or any other purGeo. H. Webster, Jr.
a huge deficit in funds is attribut- pose whatsoever, without permission, is
ed to the war in Europe. This is strictly prohibited, and all such trespass-ser- s
the first lime that the American
will be prosecuted to the full extent
AVISO.
people have been taxed through of the law.
Geo. H. Webater. Jr.
the stamp system since the Civil

Stamps Ready At

The Postoffice

prose-cutad-

d

War.

LIABILITIES.

B.

CLUB 'No. 3S

Parmer's Wife
Heme Life
Everyday Life

Posthumous Son of Late Millionaire
Given Party In Honor of
the Day.

Legal Tender Notes 3,213.00
Redemption (und with U. S.
Treasurer (3 per cent circulation)

Jamsa

CLUB No. 3T

Kansas City Weekly Star
Farm Life
Everyday Life

HAS BIRTHDAY

Specks

Mra.

CLUB No. 3

Fancywork Magaslne
Gentlewoman
Today's (with free pattern)

SPECIAL. CLUB Same Price as Others
Poultry Item
rmrm Iff

Wommn'm Wort
Homo Llfo
CLUB No. 14

CLUB No. a

Today'a (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
Gentlewoman
CLUB No. 7
Fancywork Magaslne
Everyday Life
Woman's World
CLUB No.
Farm and Fireside
Woman's World
Home Life
CLUB No.
Farm and Home
Woman's World
Household Guest

CLUB No. IS
Today's (with free pattern)
Gentlewoman
Home Life
C I. I'll No. 19
Successful Farming
Home Life
Everyday Life

vlBions will be made In thoae now in
use. How the rest of the report will
be received Is matter of much specu
latlon here. It will be published with
In a month or two.
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Springfield, III., in Which the Russell
Sags foundation Made Sociological Experiment, Not Satisfied With It
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ing

sembles bis mother. He baa a wealth
of light golden hair, the clearest oi
blue eyes and a pink and white com
plexlon. In the baby appears no trace
of the grim tragedy In which his father bravely lost his Ufe.
By his will Colonel Aator created a
trust fund of 13,000,000 for any child
by his marriage to Miss Madellus
Force until his heir was twenty-onyears old This fund. Inherited by lit
tic John Jacob, will, with Its normal
increment, considering the way In
whlcb the bulk of the Astor fortune
Is Invested, amount to much mom
than $10.000.000 when he reaches his
majority

25,000.00
5,000.00
607.61
12,500.00

Individual Deposits subject lo
check
60,651.13
Time Certificate of deposit pay
able within 30 daya
1,382 35
Time certificates of deposit payable after 30 days or alter n- 18860,93
MS of 30 days
Cashier's Checks outstanding..
,1 73

The News rises to inform the
Kaion Range that if that paper
desires to act squarely with the
county, would it be kind enough to
return to the county treasury the
amount which it charged the county in excess of the amount specified by law, something more than
two hundred dollars, for publishing the delinquent tax list several
months ago. This is of great importance to (he taxpayers who are
now overburdened.

Rochester, N. T. Alleging that
whun she bit Into a custard pie two
of her teeth were snapped off aa a
result of encountering a marble, Mrs.
Glenn A. Miller has brought suit for
A.
$3.000 damages against Nelson
White and George N. Perry, pie manufacturers.

Court Refused to Accept excuse.
George Dottier, charged
Chicago
with wife desertion, testified that the
reason he left home was because his
wife would put bis bowl of soup In
the feather bed to steep It warm. The
court refused to accept his excuse and
sentenced him to Jail for six months
Total
w'vcm v
New York. Deer are so plentiful
State of New Mexico, I
f
County of Colfax.
along the Hudson river that one swam
from the Interstate Palisades park and
I, A. W. Vasey. cashier of the above
was run over by an automobile In
named bank, do solemly swear that the
Main atreet, Hastings 011 Hudson
Lesson From History.
His
above statement is true to the best oi
V Irving Fletcher, at one of the leg was broken, and the Justice of the
knowledge
beliel.
and
ni)
Sphinx elub's dinners In New York, peace ordered blm shot
A. W. Vasey. Cashier.
began a historical review of adverDr. William C. Weeks of Amenla,
Sorry for His Wife.
near Poughkaepele, when driving an
Subscribed snd sworn to before me tising with the words:
Suing for an absolute
Washington.
"None understood the value of ad- automobile, wss stung on hie cheek
divorce, Frank Kirk man relates In his this yth day of Nov.. 1914
He lost control of
vertising better than Samson. Baas-so- by a bumblebee.
David B. t ..it.-- Notary Public.
bill of complaint that be Is extreme
took two solid columns.
The re- the automobile, whlob was wrecked
ly sorry for his wife and that bo has Correcl-Aitest- :
H. H.Chsndler.j M. Heck. sult
111 that he brought dowa the against a tree. The physician was
luua Mvsxyiiiing la his power tor hex C. R. van Houteo, Directors.
hurt severely- e

.

El trespasar sobre la propriedad del
rancho de la Urraca, en el Condado de
Colfax sea ya con el fin de cazar pazcan o
recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
lio cualesquiera sin permiso se prohibe
Y todos aquellos quienes
estrictamente.
traspasaren aeran proaecutados al pleno
exteoto de la ley.
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.

Grand Hotel

Re-Open-

ed

Tbe Grand Hotel has been
and in the future
tbe dining room will be
at tbe same old rates.
Board $5.25: witb room $7
re-ope-

con-duct-

Good Meals

Clean Beds

n

Mrs. S Smith

ed

CIMARRON NEWS.

2,703,000,000BU.C0KN

Pelvic Catarrh

ENORMOUS CROP PRODUCED
U. 8. FARMS THIS YEAR.

1

Government Report Alee Shews Big
Increase In 1914 Yield of Apples,
Potatoes, Wheat and Cotton.

Would
Not Do
Without
Peruna.

Western Nrtvapap r Union News Service.

A.
Haberkorn.
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Washington. More definite information as to the size of the country's
most valuable farm crop corn and
of the potato and tobacco crops, was
given when the crop reporting board
of the Department of Agriculture Issued Its preliminary estimates in the
November crop report.
The total production tbls year of
the principal farm crops as announced
In the preliminary
estimates, with
comparison figures for last year, follows:
1(14.
CROP
lets.
1,71M'8J,000
2,446 ÜRS.O0O
Corn
891,550,000
7C3. 380,000
Wheat
.

v

1. IS, 741.(00
Oats
198. 5(8,000
Jar ley
42.orM.uuv
nje
Buckwheat .. 17.025.000
Potatoes .... 400.288,000
Bw't potatoes S6.0;t0.000
Hay, tons ... (8,604.000
Cotton, lbs. . .7.841. 000.000
(82.715.000
Tobacco
Flax seed ... 1S.973.000
168.8(2.000
Apples
Sugar beets,

w.t

Emetle

Ave.. St. Louie,
Mo.,

writes:
years I was

'For over two
with

troubled

catarrh of the
pelvic
I

organs.

heard of

H a

Dr.

rt man's

book, The Ills
ftf Life.' I read
It and wrote to
the doctor, who answered my letter
promptly.
I began taking treatment
as soon as possible. Tongue cannot
express how I suffered. I feel grateful for what the doctor has done
1,121. 7(8 000 for me, and would not do without
178.1 89.000
now enjoy as good health
L,.ini,vvu Peruna. I
13.831.000 as ever. I find it has Improved my
821,525 000 health no much that I will recommend
59,057,000 It to any one cheerfully.'
(4.116.000

(.772.000,000
95a. 72 000
17,853.000
145.410.000

A General Collapse.
"I hear poor Mrs. Smith was com5.659,000 pletely broken up when she tried to
tons
S.l 47.000
sing at the concert."
Other Details Given.
"So she was, poor thing! Her voice
Other details of the report follow:
broke, her face fell, and Bhe went all
Acre yield, 25.8 bushels,
Corn
to pieces."
r
against 23.1 last year and 26.7, the
average. Farm prices, Nov. 1,
In Living Costs Made Pos69.7 cents a bushel, compared with Reduction
sible by Perfect Product
70.7 cents last year. Corn of 1915
The sudden and highly alarming Incrop on farms, Nov. 1, is estimated at crease
In coat of food necessities, such
with as sugar and hour, demand lacreaac
1,080,069,000
bushels, compared
economy. For lacoutea have
domestic
137,972,000 bushels of tbe 1912 crop re not advanced with this
e
soarmainlng on farms Nov. 1, last year.
ing of food prices.
of
as
cast
aa
well
food
Waste of
Wheat Acre yield. 16.7 bushels, food
must be considered and minimised
r
,n these days of exorbitant prices.
against 16.2 last year and 14.4, the
Fortunately the greatest food wasted
average. Farm price, Nov. 1, 96.2 with
which the housewife has to
bake-da- y
cents per bushel, compared with 77
failures and the waste
costly
baking materials Is rendered
of
cents last year. Weight per measured preventable
by the perfect leavening
bushel, 68 pounds, agalnat 58.7 last power of Calumet Baking Powder.
r
Calumet la an absolutely sure baking
average.
year and 67.9, the
powder of absolute purity. It never
(ells to produce fully raised bakings
Oats Show Increase.
that are tender and temptingly deliFarm price, 42.6 cents, cious.
Oats
For Its wonderful leavening
against 37.9 cents lost year. Weight strength never varies. It's always uniand always aeseelles. . .
per measured bushel, 31.5 pounds, form
To pay
than is aaked for Calusgainst 32.1 pounds last year and S1.7 met almplyMere
means a useless wast of
money To pay leaa, and obtain au Inr
average.
pounds, the
terior powder, means
useless waste
Barley
Farm price, 71.3 cents, of IlnkluK Materials. the
Order a can of Calumet. Save a subagainst 64.7 cents last year. Weight
stantial Sum on the price asked for
per measured bushel, 46.2 pounds, Trust
Brands when you buy It. Save
against 46.5 pounds last year and 46.8 the flour, sugar, butter and eggs so
often
wasted by Big Can Powders
r
average.
pounds, the
whtn you use It. You are safe In
Rye Farm price, 80.6 cents, against
Calumet, in trying; it. in testing
the truth of these claims, for it you are
63.2 last year.
not thoroughly satisfied the purchase
Buckwheat Acre yield, 21.4 bushels, price will be refunded by your local
agslnst 17.2 bushels last year and 19.7 dealer.
buying a can of Calumet send the
r
average. Farm slipIn fcund
buahels, the
d
can to tUe
in the
Baking Powder Co., Advertisiprice, 78.1 cents, against 75.6 cents Calumet
ng; Department, Chicago, 111., and you
last year.
will receive one of their handsome
Cook Books, illustrations In colPotatoes Acre yield, 109.6 bushels, ors, and
a book that will be a guide to
r
year
96.6
90.4
the
and
against
last
economy in the kitchen. Adv.
ten-yea-
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truly an American bird.

It exlBted on this continent with the
Indiana before Columbus landed.
Only a few years ago among the
caves of Arizona the mummified remains of a turkey were found. Practically every cave once occupied by
the cliff dwellers of that region contained the bones or feathers of the
turkey, but this specimen la Intact.
Its age Is a matter of speculation
among the scientists of the National
Washington, where the specimen is

museum at
on exhibition.
Another interesting fact resulted from a scientific expedition which Dr. C. Hart Merriam made
among the mountains of Arizona; he came across
a living species of bird Identical with the one
found mummified and which Is now known to the
i
scientific world by h,'s name.
Another recent discovery in connection with
the turkey was a Maya hieroglyphic which mentions along with other things ten turkey hens and
five turkey cocks. This is thought to be the first
record of the turkey iu this country and antedates
the expedition of Cortes to Mexico In 1519.
But the turkey goes back further among the
Indians than even the probable date at which the
specimen found In the cave existed. Among the
Zunls, for Instance, there exist many legends,
handed down from time Immemorial, which have
for their subject tbe turkey.
Perhaps none is more interesting than the one
which tells why his tall feathers are dark, showing, as It does, not only the place he held In tbe
estimation of the Indians but also a noticeable
similarity to the flood story of our Bible.
Once upon a time, so the legend runs, there
was a flood and the face of the world was covered
with water. And tbe turkey, weary of continually
flying, decided to seek some spot on which he
might light and rest. But the other birds and
animals advised him not to; and the very gods
themselves warned him.
He refused to heed either advice or warnings
and set out In search of land. After much effort
he discovered a single spot not covered by water
and alighted. But he found It only deep mud.
Bo he decided to bunt further for some dry place
on which to rest. But, alas, when he came to fly,
he found his tall feathers stuck fast in the mud.
He pulled and pulled, but could not get them
loose. Finally, after a gigantic tug. he managed
to free himself. But bits of mud stuck to the end
of the tall feathers!
And to this day turkeys
have dark spots there a sign of their disobedience to divine1 command!
The turkey plays a more Important part in the
life of the Indian than In his legends alone. Not
only Is It regarded as a choice article of food, but
In many tribes It Is held sacred. In the parts of
the country where the turkey was worshiped It
was never eaten except when other food was unobtainable. And even then separate portions
were divided among various tribes, so that the
religious custom would not be violated.
Turkey feathers rank next In Importance to
those of the eagle with all tribes, while the
Apaches, the Pamunkeys and Cheyenncs chose
the turkey's feathers for all ceremonial headdresses and ornamento. The Paraunkey tribe also
ii
turkey feathers for ornamental purposes on
their clothing, as well as for their headgears. To
this day, when they don their native costumes,
tbe turkey feather Is preferred as ornament.
If Benjamin Franklin's words had been Leeded
tbe turkey would have been the national bird of
the United States. The eagle Is a first cousin to
the species known of old in the eastern hemisphere. Furthermore, it has appeared upon the
banners of many nations. It was a symbol of
the Doman empire. It was known In China for
ages, and today It appears upon tbe banners of
Russis, Germany and several other nations.
WherThe turkey Is indigenous to America.
ever tbe early European adventurers and settlers
arrived tbey beheld great flocks of turkeys, and
it soon became known that they were a favorite
food among the Indians.' After a while turkeys
were proudly sent borne as trophies of tbe chase.
In this way the turkey became practically a
e
as a food.
When Cortes, in 1 519. ascendud to the plateau
of Mexico, he found a social life developed to a
high degree of refinement. He was entertained
with oriental magnificence. All the delicacies to
be found within the empire were set before him;
and though game was abundant, the turkey held
tbe place of honor among the fowl. This was
the first time that the Spaniards had eaten tur
world-favorit-

key.

They also saw great tame flocks of the birds.
In fact, sinee prehistoric times, tbe turkey has
been domesticated and raised for market. Today
In Mexico many of tbe quaint customs then la
vogue are still kept alive. And so It is that the
purcLar of today may select his choice of a
fowl U the village street. Or If he prefers the
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But a short distance from Richmond Is a small
Island Inhabited by a tribe of Indians, tbe Pamunkeys. They are part of the Powhatans, and
under an old colonial treaty tbey pay no taxes
and have their own government. They must,
however, send to tbe governor of Virginia each
year a gift of game or fowl; and very often this
gift takes the form of several large, plump turkeys.
Many have been tbe explanations made as to
how Üie bird now so popular at Thanksgiving
came to be called tbe turkey, most of which, to
the scientist, are nothing but fanciful. One such
is the explanation that it comes from tbe East
Indian word "toka," which, in Hebrew, takes the

I

form "tukki," the pea
cock. As the Jews in
South Europe were acquainted with this fowl.
It Is assumed that
tbey naturally applied
the word turkey wherever It was Introduced
In Spain.

Such a roundabout
explanation, say those
who know, Is entirely
unnecessary. The bird
was called turkey because It was supposed
to come from Turkey,
where It was known as
an Egyntlan hen.
In France the bird
was called "dindon," or
In the feminine "dlnde,"
as though It were the
fowl of dinde from
The Mexican
India.
name for the bird Is
"huajolote." which, scientists say. Indicates
the old Aztec knowl

vender will bring it alive to bis door for inspection, fresh from tbe farm.
North of the Rio Grande the turkey was equally
well known aud treasured. The celebrated expedition of Coronado, between 1527 and 1547. penetrated tbls unexplored region west of the Mississippi. His explorations were chiefly in what ir
today Texas, Arizona and New Mexico, tho home
of the cliff dwelling Indians of tbe Southwest. In
all the Indian villages, according to those early
explorers, turkeys were to be found, both wild

and domesticated.
Present day scientists have found enclosures
In these villages which were at one time used aH
cages for wild turkeys, which were herded together, later to be domesticated. The wild flocks,
according to the chronicles of Coronado, were
many times a welcome sight to these explorers,
as turkeys often made a toothsome addition to a
larder otherwise too scanty for comfort.
Cortes, in one of his letters written about 1518,
mentions the turkey. He carried specimens of
tbe bird to Spain In 1520, where they came Into
lmmedlnte popularity, and the breeding of turkeys
soon became established. It was then that the
turkey became known as "pavas" on account of
hU relationship feo the peacock, which was then
called "pavo real" the fowl of kings.
It was a long time before the turkey reached
France, for the first turkey eaten there was at
the wedding of ('hartes IX and Kllzabeth of Austria, June 27, 1570, or 60 years after Spain had
first tasted the bird.
its Introduction into England seems to havi
been In 1524. But, whenever It was. It soon came
Into popular favor and was given such local
names as Black Norfolk and
Cambridge.
It Is an Interesting fact that descendants of the
parent stock were carried to New England, where,
crossed with the original turkey already there,
they began tbe breed that has spread from one
end of tbe country to the other.
As In this country, the turkey has come to be
looked upon elsewhere as a holiday feast attraction. In Spain, especially during Christmas time,
the markets sre alive with the voluble argumenta
of the venders and purchasers and with the unavailing protests of the victims. In Madrid some
of tbe principal streets are crowded with troops
of these birds driven In from tbe country terms.
In the early colonial days turkeys were still
abundant In Massachusetts, the rest of New Bug-lanMaryland, Virginia, the Carolinas and Florida, while In the last named states the turkey Is
still found as a native wild fowl, although In
greatly decrease numbers.

edge of the turkey.
as t th .name
But whatever dispute has arisen
thai the turof the turkey, the fact yet remains
Although scien t.ts
key 1, indigenous to America.
a species,
believe It is possible that there was
to
Indigenous
turkey.
present
the original of the
the West India Islands, it is generally conceded
nay or
that all turkeys have descended In some
as the
other from the three forms known today
North American, the Mexican and tbe Honduras,
.
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average; farm price, 64.0 cents,
against 69.6 last year.
Sweet Potatoes Yield Well.
Sweet Potatoes Acre yield, 94.5
bushels, against 94.6 last year and 91.6
r
average; farm price, 76.
the
cents, against 75.7 last year.
Hay
Farm price, $11.71 a ton,
against $12.26 last year.
Tobacco Acre yield, 853.8 pounds
against 783.3 lsst year and 823.8 tbe
r
average.
Flaxseed Acre yield, 8.3 bushels,
r
against 7.8 last year and 7.9 the
average; farm price, 118.7 cents
a bushel, against 118.7 last year.
Apples Farm prices, 56.0 cents a
bushel, average on Oct. 15, against
8S.6 cents last year.
Sugar Beets Acre yield, 10.6 tons,
r
against 9.76 last year and 9.96 the
average.
ten-yea-

ten-yea-

ten-yea-

ten-yea-

Greeley Sends Supplies to Sufferers.
Greeley.
Three barrels of clothing,
food and candy, besides some appropriate Christmas gifts for the Belgian
children, have been sent from Greeley
to New York to be Included In tbe offerings of the American people to the
sufferers from the war.

PRODUCER TO CON8UMER.
the orellated varieties.
The Mexican turkey Is found wild throughout
the republic. It Is short In shank, with feathers
to Feed Den
on Us body of a metallic black shaded only slight- Eighty Farmers Want
verites Through Parcels Post.
ly with bronse. while all Its feathers are tipped

Time to Go.
"Right in tbe midst of the advice
you were giving him you broke off
and hurried away."
"That's what I did!"
"But he was listening deferentially
to all you had to say."
"You bet he was. I never had a
man listen to me that deferentially
that he didn't try to touch me for five
dollars before I got away."

SUFFERED FOR FOUR YEAR8.
J. M. Sinclair of Ollvehlll,
writes: "I strained my back,
weakened my kidneys and
caused an awful bad backache and
Inflammation
of
the bladder. Later I became so
much worse that
I
consulted
a
doctor, who said
tbat I had Diabetes and that
my heart was af- fected. I Buffer-MJ. M. Sinclair.
or four yefcr,
and was in a nervous state and very
much depressed. The doctor'e medicine didn't help me, so I decided to
try Dodde Kidney Pills, and I cannot
say enough to express my relief and
thankfulness, as they cured me. Diamond Dinner Pills cured me ef Constipation."
Dodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write tor Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent tree.
Mr.
Tenn.,
which

r.

with white.
The Honduras turkey today Is scattered all over
The first step of the DenDenver
most of Central America and is extremely wild. ver postoffice toward putting into acThe bronze turkey, that variety which today tual use the proposed parcel post servholds the place of honor In the North American ice for delivering produce from farmgroup of turkeys, Is outdone by none when It
ers to city consumers was taken
comes to beauty or size. Black, beautifully shad when Postmaster
Charlea Trodder Adv.
ed with a rich bronse, tbe breast plumage being sent to Denver housewives a Hit condark bronze' Illuminated with a lustrous finish of taining tin' names of eighty farmers
It doesn't take a young man who
coppery gold. Its plumage Rives full warrant for
who are willing to ship their goods starts at the top long to reach the
th name by which this bird Is known.
direct, thus eliminating the profit ot bottom unless he Is digging a well.
healthy bird is a beautiful pic- tbe middleman.
Tho
gold,
ture or bronze, black, copper and
and someIf you wish beaut'ul, clear white
The majority of the farmers on tbe clothes,
times weighs 40 or more pounds. Other varieties
use Red Cross Dag Blue. At all
But a few are in good grocers.
In Colorado.
are
list
Adv.
known In the burnyard, and even recognized
Wyoming.

anions dealers as having distinctive markings, are
in reality only highly developed fowls with preserved pecultstitles.
In the United States there are six standard varieties recognized and grown. These are the
bronze, Narragausett, buff, slate, white and black.
Tbe chief differences are in Bise and color of
plumage.
The bronze and Narraganiett are the largest,
the buff and slate mediant, while the white ánd

Kansas, Nebraska and
Their produce, includes vegetables of
Many a man who Isn't a coward la
all kinds, fruijts. poultry, butter, eggs afraid of consequences.
and meat.
All the farmers are within the local
first and second sones of the parcel
post rating system. This means tbe
rate for transportation will coat 5
cents for the first pound and 1 cent Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
or
for each additional
LAK1 fcK s LITTLE
fraction thereof, etc.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

two-poun-

black are tbe smallest. Within lata years, however, the white variety has reached such a point
of popularity that it has Increased In sise until Mounts. n Hotel Men Elect Officer.
with some dealers It occupies third place.
Denver. Tbe Rocky Mountain HoWhatever the turkey may have missed through tel men at their fourteenth annual
falling to secure that place of honor suggested for convention elected officers for tbe enIt by Benjamin Franklin as the national bird- -It suing year as follows:
Alfred Lm
has nevertheless found a place In the regard born. Batas Park, president; A. Fred
of the American people which Is held by no other Wey of the Windsor hotel. Salt Lake
fowl.
vloe president; J. W.
City,
Time was when a turkey, or as many as could Atkinson, second vice president; Mrs.
be carried, might be had for the asking. Then B. A. Macs y of Laramie, Wyo., third
came the period when 50 cents would buy a plump vice president; A. H. Stevens of th
young fowl. Even so short a time as ten years Drexel hotel, secretary, and J. A
ago turkeys could be purchased for from I to 80 Hluiebaugh of the Spaulding house,
cents a pound, dressed.
Colorado Springs, treasurer.

LIVER PILLS never
(ail. Purely vegeta
act surely
ble
BPaotcd'c
out gently on
the liver.
Stop after
Wr
mi i c
dinner dis- ft.",-rill
ad í oMlLla
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.

jm

Am

Iiver

-

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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CIMARRON NEW8
FOREIGN.

LATEST NEWS
EPITOMIZED
ROM

TELEGRAPHIC
REPORTS
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
VENTS.

OF MOST INTEREST

Contributions at Honolulu to the
Belgian relief fund totaled $M,000.
The Relchsbank at Berlin took action to check the flow of German loans
from abroad.
Monday, Nov. 23 was fixed as the
date for the evacuation of Vera Cruz
by the American forces.
Sweden's enthusiasm for war, which
was marked two months ago, has
waned. Today all she desires Is to be
left out of the conflict
It was declared officially st LaMtn
that the western entrance of the Shat
ei Arab river, known as the BaderH
pass, was now clear and that steamers
were passing freely.
Premier Asquitb will ask parliament's sanction for 1,000.000 additional troops, bringing the total to
men. The government Intends
to Issue a new war loan of $1,000,000,-000- .

THE N. M. LEGISLATURE

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

MORE

THAN

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

PEOPLE

FOR MANY YEARS.

W cetera Newspaper Union News Bervlr

Unofficial

There la a demand for more and
better bouses at Clovls.
Nov. $2 la the day set for the opening of the Mlesse townsite east of
Demlng.

Farmers In the plains section will
plant double the wheat acreage of the
past season.
Postoffice receipts for October were
the largest in the history of the

cans,

Weetern Newspaper t:nlon

Weak Back

accompanied by pain here or there extreme nervousness
sleeplessness
may be faint spelts or spasms all are signals of
dittret for a woman. She may be growing from girlhood into
womanhood passing from womanhood to motherhood
or Ister
suffering from that rhango Into middle life which leaves ao many
wrecks of women. At any or all of theae perioda of a woman's life
she should take a tonic and nervine prescribed for just auch cases
by a physician of vast experience in the diseases of women.

Returns Give 29 RepubliDemocrats, 1 Progressive,
and 1 Socialist.

18

c That

DR. PIERCE'S

N,n Service

Santa Fé. The nexi House of Representatives of the state of New Mexi-

Favorite Prescription

baa successfully treated more eases in past forty yeara than any other known remedy. It
tan now be had In sugar-coatetablet form at well at In the liquid. Sold by medicina
dealers or trial box by mail on receipt of 60 cents In stamps.
Miss Elizabeth Lordahl of Berkslev. Cel.. In a resent letter to Dr. Pierce said: "I was eomplewlr
broken down In health.! was aching anil had pains al lover my body and was so nervous thai I could scream
If anyone talked to me. but 1 had the good fortune to meet a nurse who had been cured by Dr. Pierce's
Prescription. 1 have never had an occasion to consult a physleisn since-s- m
In excellent health.'

co will be composed of twenty-nluRepublicans, eighteen Democrats, one
Progressive and one Socialist
This Is in accordance with the unoffice, being $1,339.36.
official figures now at hand, which Inj
D. N. Mlers, sent up from Quay counDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets resálala stomach,
clude the complete returns from
t 4 . tlar crannies
liver asset bowels -a- aaar-eoa
ty for forgery, made his escape from twsive of the twenty-sicounties. The
Western Ifeerapaner fmon News Service.
the penitentiary at Santa F4.
thirty-ninnow missing are
precincts
WESTERN.
C. B. Coffman of Springer cut fifty not believed to be important enough
acres of broom corn this season, has to change the results In any of the
An order placing eviry county In
The alleged shooting of five Span-lard- s It stacked and ready
fourteen counties still Incomplete.
for the seeder.
Ohio under quarantine was Issued by
by German soldiers at Liege and
Only four of the members elect of
The Santa Fé planing mill closed
tho ate agricultural commission.
the bombardment of the Spanish con- down for
new House served in the first and
the
purpose
the
of
enlarging
tha
J. A. Bevan, elected state representasulate at Rhelms were the subjects of
second State Legislatures. They are
Knatlsav .,.,.-I to du to. Bet
this
- mmJ
tive In Tooele county, will be the first a lively debate In the cortes at Ma- plant and Installing new machinery. Garcia,
for hrnnd narna Anta nn th. klwui
f
of Bernalillo county; Smith, of
Wmm MRftsJDfPM
Six hundred and forty pounds of ore
UsnM shop. IM.iiibauirt
ud
Socialist to serve In the Utah Legisladrid.
of Colfax
recently taken from the Langston im,., county; Skldu-ore- ,
ture,.
Bmnv srentrsr. rrrs
King George and Queen Mary were
county, and Mulllns, of Chaves couu-ty- .
Chemists and Bacteriología la, Uoelien, I net, l)! 8. A.
mine
at
Pinos
Altos
$16,000
netted
In
Fairfax Harrison, president of the greatly onocked by the news that Flold
only
Outside
four,
of
these
the
A
Southern Railway, was elected presi- Marshal Earl Roberts had succumbed gold.
There's nothing better than the
other
elect who have bad leg- pounds of Ivory, elephant ylelda 120
Townships 24 and 25 8. ranae 4 E. islativemembers
dent of the American Highway Asso- to a swift attack of pneumonia
worth $300.
brand of homemade charity.
experience in New Mexico are
while north of
Fort Bliss, have beeu leased Gallegos, of Guadalupe, and Martinez,
ciation at Atlanta, Oa.
on the front in France, wnither he had
imríTírtMnt t Mothers
Red Croes Dag Itli.r makes the Itundress
The Georgia Supreme Court at At- journeyed to see the Indian troops, ot to Uncle Sam by the state for a rifle of Taos.,
Examino carefully every bottla of
range.
nappy, ntakra clothes whiter than enow.
lanta affirmed the conviction of Leo wuorn he was so proud.
An interesting feature in connection All good grocera. Adv.
CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy fot
A. N. Hilton of San Antonio has with
M. Frank, convicted of murdering
A mysterious person, known under
the new House la the fact that it
Infants and children, and see that It
$7.000
secured
Mary Phagan.
of
purworth
s
will
mohair,
more
Include
Borrows on Prospects.
tho names of Horst, Von der Goltz and
Bears the
Congressman-elec- t
"I fear that young man of yours is Signature
Joseph O. Can- Brldgrmnn Tnylor, described as a ma chased in the Lordsburg section of tban ony State Assembly In many
the state.
non baa brought suit for $25,000 dam- jor In the Mexican army and suspected
years. The list shows a total of twenty-- Irving beyond his means."
In Use For Over 30 Years.
age against the
The resignation of Gerald H. Buxton six
"Oh, no, papa; he hasn't any."
a of being a German spy, was remanded
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
Danville, 111., Democratic paper.
The four men now mentioned promiIn a London police court on the charge as United States commissioner at BuxGov. Henry C. Stuart issued a proc- of falling to register as an alien ton, San Miguel county, was received nently for the speakership of the next Weeks'
Tablets One way to unsettle a question la
at Santa Fé.
House are Segundino Romero, Nestor A
lamation calling on Virginia to aid the enemy.
guaranteed lemedy Tor Colds and to argue about It.
Montoya,
Malaqulas
people of Belgium. The governor
E.
Davles
P.
and
It is reported at Santa Fe that the
Among the prominent persons serv
La Grippe. Price 25c of your druggist
Martinez.
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good. Take nothing else. Adv.
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A company has been organized to Francia. It.
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Wife Who can doubt the power of
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LAIL
G. Frankenburger was
county seat business visitor

Hi I.

a

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods tot Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

SUPPLY

The Colfax county district court
Sheriff Hixenbaugh came down
from the county seat the latter part will convene at the county seat the
first Monday in December with a
of the week on official business.
large number of criminal cases on
the docket.
Geo. Sullivan is spending a few
davs at the county seat where he
As Thanksgiviug
comes next
is under the care of a physician.
week and the State Educational
Association meeting at the Duke
Swastika coal, the most heat for City, the Cimarron public school
vour money, sold bv J. W.
will be closed the entire week.

Weber's Bakery
Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

COMPANY
WE SELL.

The New Mexico Magazine News
P, J. Hagadorn came in from a weekly criterion published at Rathe Rayado Ranch, Wednesday to ton, made its initial appearance
attend to some important business this week, Raton now has three
matters.
publications.
First class beds at the Antlers
The News is working for you and
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c and the community 'verv week. What
1 1. 00.
are YOU, not the other fellow, do-

(

Wagons

'

Farming Implements

Buggioa

Harness and Saddles

ing for it?

Dr. Bright

All Kinds

Albuquerque occuMethodist
F. M. Williams, general passenchurch Sunday evening. He de- ger agent for the Rocky Mountain
parted for his home Monday.
route, with headquarters at Trinidad, was a business visitor in this
city the first of the week for the
J. A. Proctor returned Tuesday railway
company.
from a two weeks visit on his ranch
near Roy, where he sold a bunch
of horses.
Mr. Rogers, tie inspector for the
C. & S., at the local lumber company, departed Sunday for bis home
Meals at all hours are served at in Denver, the order for ties havWeber's Restaurant and Bakery. ing been completed Saturday when
the shipment was made to the railway company.
The deer hunting season closed
November 15 and a large number
of sportsmen were successful in
Remember your friends and send
bagging a deer, while equally as them post card views of the Cimarmany were not rewarded (or their ron Canon. Sold at the leading
painstaking labors in bringing stores at a for 5 cents.
down the much coveted buck for a
trophy.
The board of education of Raton
has issued a no page book of the
Raton schools and the county high
school.
The book deals comprehensively with the school system
and sets forth the advantages of
the high 3chool to be had by the
people of this county and especially those who are in a position to
attend tfint school.
of

,

Lumber and Other Building Material

pied the pulpit at the

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
Jiandatd Jn e a n d t i e n i OH

Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

e

The war that bow engulfs Europe is only a preface to the story of sorrow aaa

des-olatio-

n

that will follow.
The lives that are lost, the cities that are destroyed

atd the resources that are

wasted will taavr their greatest elfect upon future generations
Until the last chapter is reached there will be a story of stagnant industries,

Job Printing at the News

United States Commissioner of
Instruction Claxton is planning to
send H. W. Fogt to New Mexico
to study the rural school system
ann to disseminate of such information as he may have.
Mr. Vogt
is a specialist on rural school service and will include Colfax county in his itinerary, and it can be
expected of him to visit Cimarron.
He is now in Texas and will arrive
in tbis state in December.

at the right prices
For Your Thanksgiving Dinner

Turkey

Of Lumber And

homes, barren fields and fatherless children.

Ties Shipped Out
A ml.- -

this great conllict

of

waste

is being waged

we

An

army

average of about eight cara
of lumber, ties and mine prcips art
being ahipred from this oity a day
bv the local lumber company. As
the mines in the southern district
of Colorado are not in operation on
a large scale, the demand for mine
ties and props has fallen off to
aome extent which is keenly felt by
New Mexicy timber men. How
ever, the denand tor timber from
this section through other channels
is practically offsetting the decrease
in the demand from .the Colorado
tribe zone.

Fancy Creamery Butter Fresh Ranch Eggs

An

of 150,000 men

the telephone wants

Hot Mince Pies made from our own Mince Meat

Americans are fighting the

Battles ol Peace.

with Oyster Dressing

Hens or Spring Chicken
Rib Roast, Pork Roast, Leg of Mutton
Sweet Potatoes Cranberries

Eight Cars A Day

deso-'at- e

iht Vmrld

m Whitest Light, Brightest Light. No Noise.
M No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, É

The county commissioners con
tributed thirty-fivdollars to the
Santa Fe Trail Publishing camps
ny as a bonus for issuing a Raton
edition in October. It does seem
as though Raton is being favored
just a trifle more than her just deserts at a time when other sections
would leap for the, crumbs.

The Waste of War

jCamf of

and women enlisted in the ranks
American public.

of

the Bell System serves

of the

Over 6000 of these people vork right here in the seven
of the year.

mountain states every day

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

The most complete átock of fresh vegetables
j

and fancy fruits in the city. Order your
turkey a few days ahead so as not to be
disappointed

Cimarron Meat Market

